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ABSTRACT 
 
JING ZHOU: LITHOGRAPHY AND REVERSIBLE SHAPE MEMORY 
 (under the direction of Sergei Sheiko) 
 
 
This research describes the development of unique methods to create patterns 
from 2D structure in molecular level to surface lithography and finally controlled 
reversible motions of macroscopic object. 
Mixing of chemically incompatible substances is a canonical problem that is 
particularly challenging for macromolecules. Here, we present an assembly strategy to 
create patterns of long range arrays of perfectly mixed, i.e., intercalated, 
macromolecules at a fluid interface via entropic release of steric repulsion between 
brush-like polymers. Such entropic templating (ET) strategy was successfully applied to 
mixtures macromolecules with a variety of polymer architectures and enables long 
range patterning of thin films on sub-100 nm length scales. 
Shape memory polymers have been particularly attractive for scientists as they 
allow for large, drastic, and highly complex shape transformations in response to a vast 
array of external stimuli. Here we describe a new non-invasive tool for local stimulation 
of shape transformations within a shape memory polymer using acoustic irradiation. 
This new technique can trigger shape transformations in optically non-transparent 
media at distances exceeding tens of centimeters and also allows discrete site-specific 
shape transformation in both time and space and potentially have applications in 
lithography.  
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Irreversibility is the major drawback of the shape memory polymers. To 
incorporate reversibility into programmable shape memory, we introduce a universal 
protocol for three shape memory behavior, the conventional, one time reversible and 
multi time reversible shape memory. With the new protocol, we can create 
programmable spontaneous reversible motions and control the reversibility via material 
properties or experimental conditions. 
Further studying into the kinetic nature of crystallization process also leads to 
development of new protocols for triple shape memory with isothermal crystallization.  
Further research on the new protocols sheds more light on links between microscopic 
crystalline and macroscopic shape. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Mixing and surface patterning  
Mixing of chemically incompatible substances is a canonical problem limiting 
advances in fields ranging from health care to materials engineering. The phase 
behavior of multicomponent systems is determined by the free energy of mixing 
mmm STHF  , where mH  and mS   are, respectively, the changes in enthalpy and entropy 
upon mixing of the constituting species. There are three different possible states for a 
two component blend as shown in Figure 1.1. Blends phase separate if the free energy 
increases ( 0 mF ), when increase in interaction energy is larger then gain in mixing 
entropy. This typically occurs for large species, such as particles and macromolecules. 
Random mixing occurs when gain in translational entropy gain during mixing more than 
compensates for the enthalpy loss. The system will stay at an entropically favorable 
random state and typically occurs with small molecule blends. A third rare scenario is 
ordered mixing or intercalation, the entropic incentive to random mix has also to be 
small and usually only occurs when the two species have specific interactions.  
For polymer blends, the mixing enthalpy calculated by  )1(  kTHm   is 
generally positive and the mixing entropy can be estimated by Flory-Huggins
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theory, 

  )1ln()1(ln 
BA
m NN
kTS , NA and NB are degree of polymerization of the 
two mixing polymers, and are usually large for most macromolecules.  That makes 
positive mixing enthalpy ( 0 mH ) and negligible gains in translational entropy 
( mm HST  ).  So it is always challenging to mix two large molecules and most 
polymers are considered immiscible. However, the low translational entropy gain also 
means high possibility for the third intercalation state. If two kinds of large molecules do 
mix, they are likely to form an ordered mixing. Such ordering could be valuable in 
applications like surface patterning and functional assemblies.  
 
Figure 1.1 Possible States of Two-Component Mixing Phase separation usually 
occurs in mixed polymer systems due to their large size. There are two scenarios for 
fixed state, random mixing when mixing is induced by translational entropy or 
intercalation when mixing is induced by energy or conformational entropy gain through 
specific alignment.  
 
 
1.1.1 2D Mixing in monolayers.   
Despite the difficulty in mixing large molecules, it is disputed that mixing in 
Langmuir monolayer can have different properties from the bulk1-3. A Langmuir 
monolayer is a monomolecular film formed at the air-water interfaces. It is an ideal 
modal for studying polymer chains in 2D states and can mimic the biological 
membranes which have drawn much tension in biomedical researches4-9. The Langmuir 
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monolayer also has been extensively studied for the potential application as functional 
films10-16.  
 Two or multi-component Langmuir monolayer has long been studied and many 
developments have been made toward the miscibility of the large molecules in recent 
years. The miscibility of in the 2D monolayer might have difference from the 3D state 
because the adsorption of the hydrophilic group onto the water surface resulted in 
specific alignment at the interface, the different chain packing and interfacial energy can 
all affect the miscibility or morphology of polymer mixtures in monolayer. One example 
is the mixing of isotactic poly(methyl methacrylate) (it-PMMA) and syndiotactic 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (st-PMMA)17-19. These molecules can form 
stereocomplexation within the monolayer at compression of the mixed monolayer and 
transfer from a phase separated state to a uniformly mixed film at water air interface. 
Similar phenomenon can be observed between other complexation forming pairs such 
as poly(L-lactide)/poly(D-lactide)20-23.  
 Many other self-assembly of chemically different moieties has been 
demonstrated in various systems, including coordination complexes, supramolecular 
structures, and colloidal lattices24-34. In all these systems however, the mechanisms of 
mixing largely rely on specific interfacing of chemically, physically or geometrically 
complementary objects as the examples given above. Challenge remains to mix 
chemically different large molecules without any specifically encoded complementarity. 
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1.1.2 Conformational entropy induced mixing.  
Mixing of chemically different components is usually driven by entropy increase. 
There are two kinds of entropy involved in a multi component system. The translational 
entropy is the driving force for most of the mixing of small molecules, but is negligible for 
large molecules. In contrast, the conformational entropy is insignificant for small 
molecules, but plays an effective role in large molecules. So here we propose, by 
designing conformationally frustrated maromolecules, we could increase the effect of 
conformational entropy change in mixing and provide a new driving force to mix 
otherwise immiscible polymers. Since the translational mixing entropy will still be small, 
it may well lead to ordered mixing describe in figure 1.1 and form alternating surface 
patterns. We lay groundwork to answer the following questions: 
 Can two chemically different polymers mix through architecture design and 
driven by conformational entropy? 
 Can ordered alternative patterns be created through conformational entropy 
driven mixing? 
 Will the mixed blend thermally or kinetically stable?  
 Are there any requirement for the properties and structure of the molecules that 
can be mixed through this particular method? 
 
1.1.3 Model molecules.  
As we stated earlier, large molecules with specifically designed architecture to 
increase the conformational entropy change are required. Our molecule of choice is a 
cylindrical polymer brush or polymer bottlebrush (shortened to ‘brush’ for the duration of 
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this text).  The large number of side-chains and high grafting density makes it a good 
conformationally frustrated system, where an increase in volume fraction of branched 
macromolecules (either in solution or at interface) causes stretching of polymer chains 
and thus significant decrease of conformational entropy. 
A polymer brush (Figure 1.2) consists of a linear polymer chain as backbone, 
with a degree of polymerization (DP) = N. Polymer side chains are densely grafted to it, 
each with an average DP =n.  Molecules are synthesized by ATRP and both of these 
parameters and the grafting density are synthetically controlled, which determines the 
shape of the molecule.  
The conformation of a brush-like molecule is determined by the competition 
between the entropic elasticity of the flexible backbone and the steric repulsion of the 
densely grafted side chains. Molecules adopt a cylindrical conformation due to chain 
arrangement. This conformation may change in response to the surrounding 
environment, which effectively changes the interaction between the densely grafted side 
chains. Molecules are greatly effected when deposited upon surfaces, the conformation 
of brush molecules depends on the interaction of the side chains with the surface which 
results in a larger variety of conformations. (Figure 1.3) Their sensitivity to 
environmental changes such as compression also makes them the perfect modals for 
studying effect of conformational entropy change.  
 The features of these polymer brushes also allow the molecular brushes to be 
imaged and Figure 1.4 shows these polymer brushes on a dense monolayer. It provides 
a direct visualization of miscibility and surface patterns or the polymer blends.  
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 All the advantages listed above make polymer brushes the best choice to focus 
on to study the effect conformational entropy changes on mixing of polymer blends. 
Different structures as linear or star like polymers will also be considered to determine 
the variety of the structures that could be mixed with this new method. 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Architecture of a polymer brush.  The architecture of a cylindrical polymer 
brush with a back bone degree of polymerization (N) and a side chain degree of 
polymerization (n) 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Conformations of a polymer brush on surface.   (a)  Cylindrical 
conformation found in high pressure regions. (b) Absorbed conformation found in low 
pressure regions of a film. 
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Figure 1.4 Images of polymer brushes. Monolayer of polymer brushes visualized by 
AFM. 
 
 
1.2 Shape memory polymer and lithography.  
Shape memory materials are a class of smart materials that has the ability to be 
deformed by application of external stress and fixed in a second, temporary shape35-41. 
This temporary shape is retained until the shaped body is exposed to an appropriate 
stimulus, which induces the recovery of the original shape.  There are two types of 
shape memory materials, shape memory alloys and shape memory polymers. Shape 
memory alloys have been discovered over half a century and find numerous 
applications including new areas such as aerospace industry, biomedical surgery, smart 
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fabrics42-49.  The shape memory effect bases on the alloy transition from the martensite 
phase to the austenite phase50-53. Shape memory polymers have been developed more 
recently. Compared to shape memory alloys, the polymers have much lower cost and 
lower density, and higher elasticity, it also have high potential to develop 
biocompatibility and biodegradability.  
The shape memory behavior can be best described in a shape memory cycle 
(Figure 1.5).  At a temperature higher than the SMP transition temperature, at which the 
material exists in a rubbery, elastic state, the material is deformed to a certain 
predetermined shape by application of external force. Subsequent cooling under the 
constant force to a low temperature causes the material to adopt a more rigid state, in 
this case the semicrystalline state, therefore immobilizing the constituent polymer 
chains and allowing fixing or freezing of the deformation as latent strain energy. Upon 
unloading at the low fixation temperature, a minor instantaneous recovery may occur. 
The shape recovery is achieved by heating the material without any stress to a 
temperature generally greater than the transition temperature. The stored strain energy 
is then released owing to the regained chain mobility. The primary driving force for 
shape recovery is entropic in nature; it is energetically favorable for the material to 
return to its most disordered conformation. 
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Figure 1.5 Shape memory cycle.  Sample is melted at stress free stage (high 
temperature), deformed to programmed shape at melt stage under external force and 
fixed at frozen state (low temperature), and return to initial shape after trigger (high 
temperature) is applied. 
 
A shape memory polymer is an elastic polymer networks that have stimuli-
responsive switches. The initial network consists of permanent crosslinks, typically 
covalent chemical bonds. The polymer chains are able to perform a transition that can 
reversibly freeze or unfreeze their mobility. The most typical transitions in shape 
memory polymers are glass transition or melting-crystallization transition.  
 
1.2.1 Triggering mechanism.  
An external stimulus is required to trigger the shape memory material to recover 
from the fixed shape to the initial shape54-66. Majority of the shape memory material 
reported so far, use heat as the triggering stimulus. Direct heating is one of the most 
simple and fast triggering mechanism. However, in many applications, it is either 
inconvenient or inapplicable to apply direct heat source to the material. Indirect 
triggering of thermally induced shape memory effect can be realized in two ways. One is 
reducing the transitional temperature, by diffusing molecules as plasticizers54, and 
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trigger transition without disturbing the temperature. The other and more widely applied 
method is to use indirect heating to increase the temperature.   
Infra red irradiation is a common method for non-contact heating.  It has been 
demonstrated as laser activated shape memory devices. Carbon nanotubes and carbon 
black are often incorporate to enhance the photothermal effect and heat conduction. 
The drawback of the method is the low penetration depth of the infra red in many 
materials especially water.  
Incorporating carbon nanotubes in shape memory polymers can also make the 
material electric conductive61,62. The electric current can also create heat since the 
resistance of material is very high. However, in many applications, it is difficult to 
maintain a complete electric circuit. 
 Magnetic particles can also be incorporated into the polymer to induce shape 
memory effect through magnetic field63-66. In an alternating magnetic field the inductive 
particles can generate heat to trigger the transition.  
 In all the indirect heating mechanisms above, there are always limitations in 
applicable environment, and usually requires incorporation of functional particles that 
can affect the materials properties of the original material.  So there is demand for new 
triggering method for variety of shape memory polymers in a variety of environment. 
 
1.2.2 Acoustic heating.  
Sound wave is the propagation of a mechanical perturbation. It can propagate in 
gas, liquid or solid. The mechanical perturbation provokes tiny disturbances of the 
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medium particles from their resting position. These disturbances induce a displacement 
of these particles and are transmitted step by step to other parts of the medium.  
 The energy transported in an ultrasound wave is usually characterized by an 
acoustic intensity I defined as the energy transmitted per unit time (usually 1 s) and per 
unit area (usually 1cm2) in the direction normal to the considered area. In the field of 
medical ultrasound, intensity is measured in W·cm−2. 
 When acoustic wave interacts with a sample, part of the energy will be absorbed 
by the material and transformed in the form of heat (Figure 1.6).  The absorption can be 
calculated by  
x)exp(- I=I 0   
  Where I  is the absorbed intensity and   is the absorption coefficient; x is the depth of 
penetration. 
 
Figure 1.6 Acoustic absorption.  When a propagating acoustic wave hit an object, 
some energy will be reflected some will transmitted through the object. But some will be 
absorbed by the object and usually transformed in the form of heat.  
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Different mechanisms are responsible for absorption phenomena67-69, the 
viscous (respectively viscoelastic) forces between neighboring particles moving with 
different velocities are one of the major sources of acoustic wave absorption. The 
absorption due to viscous forces is  
322 3/4/ cc     
Where   is the angular frequency of the sound wave,   is the relaxation time, c 
is the sound speed,   is the viscosity of the material and   is the density. 
Thermal transport phenomena arising from the temperature gradients in the 
material is another source of the absorption and is calculated as  
pT Ccc
322 /)1(/     
  is the ratio of the isobaric and isothermal heat capacities of the material,  T  is 
the coefficient of thermal conductivity and pC  is the constant pressure specific heat of 
the material. Absorption of viscous forces and heat conduction together are called 
classic absorption. 
Other models hypothesized that a significant fraction of the absorption of 
acoustic waves in materials can involve a spectrum of chemical relaxation mechanisms 
at the molecular scale especially in macromolecules. This is also called nonclassical 
absorption. 
The total absorption can be expressed as the sum of all the possible mechanism  
chm    
With focused high frequency ultrasound, significant amount of heat can be 
generated as heat. Acoustic heating is a viable indirect heating method that could be 
used to trigger shape recovery in addition to the present technologies.  
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The acoustic heating has several major advantages over the other stimuli. It can 
penetrate through non-transparent media, especially human tissues which is 
impenetrable for most optic techniques. The sound can also penetrate at large depth at 
over 10cm. Interaction of acoustic waves with a shape-memory polymer causes local 
heating (within an area of ca. 1 mm) the use of high intensity focused ultrasound allows 
discrete site-specific shape transformation in both time and space, thus enabling 
surgical shape modifications one step at a time. Acoustic treatment is also a well 
established therapy for medical care and become a convenient choice for shape 
memory applications in biomedical field. We would test acoustic waves as a new 
triggering mechanics for shape memory polymers. 
 
1.2.3 Acoustic lithography on shape memory materials.  
Lithography has long been developed as important technique for patterning and 
fabrication. Recent researches focused on lithography in micro or nano scales70-88. New 
techniques emerges from photolithography to nanoimprint lithography, interference 
lithography, X-ray lithography, extreme ultraviolet lithography, magneto-lithography and 
scanning probe lithography.  
Lithography on different classes of materials has been intensely studied. Shape 
memory polymers with its unique properties and wide applications, also has interesting 
potential for lithography. Acoustic triggering mechanisms provide local and spatially 
discrete recovery and provide a promising technique for micro scale lithography. 
Investigation into the acoustic lithography technique will provide answers to following 
questions: 
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 Can localized recovery be triggered through acoustic heating on shape memory 
polymers? 
 What kind of shapes and patterns can be generated through acoustic lithography? 
 What is the size of the features that can be generated through acoustic 
lithography? 
 How the size and shapes are affected by the acoustic waves or material 
properties?  
 
1.3 Reversible shape memory polymers.  
Active polymers that can respond to external stimuli by changing their 
macroscopic shapes and creating property change or mechanical motions are or great 
interest for material research. Generally there are two types of active polymers. One is 
shape memory material which is described in chapter 1.2, the other is shape changing 
materials89-95. Shape changing materials also based on an elastic polymer networks but 
adopts different mechanisms as shape memory polymers. One group of shape 
changing polymer change shape through controlling the swelling and deswelling of the 
hydrogels89, including smart gels that sensitive to stimuli such as PH or temperature. 
Another category consists of liquid-crystalline polymers the shape change is the 
microscopic liquid crystalline domains can be transferred to macroscopic shape 
changes91,92. Another approach to shape changing is to transfer geometric changes 
from the molecular to the macroscopic level as demonstrated for the photoisomerization 
of azo-groups, which enabled a photosensitive material. In contrast to shape memory 
materials, shape-changing polymers change their shape gradually, e.g. shrink or bend, 
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as long as they are exposed to a suitable stimulus. They recover their original shape as 
soon as the stimulus is terminated. The shape change can be repeated several times. 
Unlike shape memory material where the shape change is determined by programming, 
the geometry of the movement of the work piece is determined by its original three-
dimensional shape. 
 Comparing two classes of active polymers, the major advantage of shape 
memory polymer is the programmability. For shape changing polymers, the motions and 
changes an object can perform is usually simple and pre-determined once the material 
has been synthesized.  More complicated motions are only possible with very delicate 
object designing, using composite materials or micro patterning. And any object can 
only perform the one task it designed for, any adjustment or minor alternation means 
going back to the synthetic stage. In contrast, shape memory polymers have an 
additional step called programming step. The programmed shape is only determined by 
external force exerted onto the material. It means a variety of different shapes can be 
assigned to one simple object, including many complicated shapes. And a shape 
memory material can always be reprogrammed once it returns to the original shape, 
which means one object is up to numerous assignments. It means shape memory 
materials are much easier to synthesize and more flexible in applications. 
 However, a major drawback for shape memory material is irreversibility. The 
sample can only go through a one-way transition, from the programmed shape to the 
original shape. Once the shape recovered, it will never spontaneously go back to the 
programmed shape, unless external forces are applied again. Only shape changing 
materials can perform two-way transition through applying and removal of the stimuli. 
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So the challenge lay on whether we could combine the programmability of the shape 
memory material and the reversibility of the shape changing material. Or in other words 
develop a reversible shape memory material. 
 
1.3.1 One time (Pseudo) reversible shape memory polymers.  
One solution to the irreversibility is to increase the shapes programmed in one 
shape memory cycle. When two different shapes can be programmed subsequently the 
material will recover from the second programmed shape to the first programmed shape 
before recover back to the initial shape. If the second programmed shape is designed to 
be the same as the initial shape and recovers, microscopically it is still a one way 
transition but macroscopically the object performs a reverse motion. Such pseudo 
reversible material can still be valuable in many applications where only one time 
reverse motion is required, e.g. insertion and removal of a medical stent.  
 However, conventional shape memory materials are only up to remember one 
programmed shape in one cycle, the pseudo reversibility require a triple or multiple 
shape memory materials which only has made major progress until recently.   
 The simplest way for triple shape memory is to attach two different shape 
memory materials together or using plasticizers to monitor transition temperature in part 
of the sample. Such material can only be programmed at separate parts and unable to 
perform reversible shape change. 
 Block co-polymers, where each component has a separate transition, and can 
contribute to fix a programmed shape96. e.g. Poly (Cyclohexylmethacrylate) (PCHMA) 
coplymerized with poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL),  have two transitions, the glass transition 
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of PCHMA and the melting transition of PCL97. The copolymer can perform a triple 
shape memory cycle. However, the copolymers are difficult to synthesize and the 
system will be extremely complex if multiple shapes are required. 
 An intriguing method for multi shape memory is developed based on temperature 
memory effect98,99. Unlike small molecules, polymers generally have broad transition 
through a temperature range. Specific designed polymer like nafion98 can have a broad 
glass transition peak over 100 degrees. The temperature memory effect demonstrates 
the phenomenon that the material has memory at the temperature at which it is fixed. 
So by programming and fixing the sample at different temperatures within the broad 
transition, multiple shapes can be memorized in one shape memory cycle. The 
phenomena are observed both in glass transition and melting transition based shape 
memory materials. The only drawback of the technique is the requirement to fix different 
shapes at every distinct temperature and as a result, usually requires specifically 
designed polymers to broaden the transition. It would be attempting to further improve 
the technique to lower the requirement for different fixing temperatures and apply the 
method to most common shape memory materials. 
 
1.3.2 Polymer crystallization.  
Many polymers can crystallize. The crystallization is a kinetic process involving 
partial alignment of their molecular chains. Crystallization involves two steps, the 
nucleation when nuclei larger than the critical size are formed. And crystal growth 
process when nuclei grow into large crystals. There are usually hierarchies in polymer 
crystallization, the chains fold together and form ordered regions called lamellae, which 
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compose larger spheroidal structures named spherulites. Many factors effect the 
crystallization process including molecular weight distribution, tacticity, chain 
composition, cooling rate, temperature gradient and impurities ect. That means, unlike 
chemical bonds that are identical regardless of their formation process. Crystals are 
distinctive in size and hierarchy and significantly affected by the kinetic process. Like 
crystallization, melting is also a process when different crystals melt at different 
temperature in particular order, the Thomson-Gibbs equation predicts a linear relation 
shape between melting point and the reciprocal of crystal thickness,  or more generally  
smaller crystals melt first.  
)21( 0
0
hL
TT
c
e
mm 
  
0
mT is the melting temperature for infinitively large crystals. e  is the surface energy,  cL  
is the lamella thickness and 0h  is the melting enthalpy. 
So apart from the crystallization temperature, which correspond to the 
temperature memory effect. The sequential order of crystallization and melting in 
general can make different crystals formed at different stage of crystallization fix and 
each can memorize a programmed shape. We would investigate this new method for 
triple or multiple shape memory effect and apply it on one time reversible shape 
memory. Following questions will be answered in the later chapters: 
 Did the crystallization and melting of polymer crystals follow particular sequential 
order? 
 Can new protocols be developed to transfer the sequential crystallization and 
melting to triple or multi shape memory effect? 
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 Can models be established to link the kinetic crystallization and shape memory? 
 Can pseudo reversible shape memory be achieved using the new protocol? 
 What kind of shape changes and motions can be performed reversibly with the 
new protocol? 
 What is the stability of the shapes in one pseudo reversible shape memory cycle?  
 What are the effects on the pseudo reversible shape memory effect?  
 Are there possible applications for the pseudo reversible shape memory polymer?  
 
1.3.3 Multi-time shape memory polymers.  
One time reversibility is still a one way transition, and a special application for 
triple shape memory effect. True reversibility requires the ability to change between two 
shapes for multiple times like actuators.  Many researches have been devoted to 
introduce the two way actuation to the shape memory polymers. The recent focus on 
two way shape memory focused on actuation under constant non-zero external load100-
102. The sample undergoes crystalline induced elongation and melting induced 
contraction during cycles of cooling and heating. There are two factors contribute to the 
crystalline induced elongation effect, the rubber elasticity which decreases when the 
temperature decrease, leads to elongation with the load. In addition, the stress induced 
crystallization orientates along the loading axis and extends the bulk shape of the 
material. The drawback of this protocol is the lack of freedom as the presence of an 
external load is constantly required. Composite materials are developed to incorporate 
the external load into the system by using an additional elastic material to provide 
external force. However, the material is still not free to perform the reversible motion 
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and the programmability, which is the major advantage over the changing polymers, is 
significantly reduced. Our research will focus on new protocols to make multi-time 
reversible shape memory without any external load and free to program as conventional 
shape memory polymers. 
 
1.3.4 Memory of crystalline physical network.  
Most polymers are semi-crystalline which means the crystallinity is always less 
than 100%, there always amorphous segments remain in a crystallized polymer sample. 
So in a semi-crystalline shape memory polymer, the shape is not merely held by 
freezing of all chain movement as in the case of glass transition. The crystals also act 
as additional physical crosslinks in the network.  A semi-crystalline shape memory can 
be described as a dual network systems with a chemical network formed at the initial 
state during synthesis, and a physical network formed at the programmed state during 
fixation.    
In conventional shape memory researches, the memory is only preserved in the 
permanent chemical network which corresponds to initial shape. The only role for 
switching segment is to temporarily freeze the programmed shapes, no history or 
memory remains through transition. In our goal to create reversible shape memory 
behavior, we would like to ‘teach’ the physical network to retain the memory as well as 
the chemical network. 
There are two types of primary nucleation: homogeneous and heterogeneous 
nucleation. Homogeneous nucleation can be defined by spontaneous aggregation of 
polymer molecules to form a nucleus, which must be above a certain critical size below 
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the melting point. Above this size, the nucleation occurs sporadically. In heterogeneous 
nucleation, nucleation sites pre-exist in a sample and are activated instantaneously and 
kinetically much faster than the homogeneous nucleation. When a polymer is only 
partially melted or even above the melting point, if the melt temperature or its holding 
time is insufficient, remnants of the previous structure (residual crystal) can act as 
predetermined nucleation sites upon subsequent cooling. This phenomenon is referred 
to as self-seeding effect and offers memory for the partially melted crystals103. Figure 
1.7 demonstrate one scenario of the effect as crystals are partially melted, the 
amorphous chains are confined by neighboring remaining crystals, and the structure 
and position of the previous crystals are conserved and its kinetically favorable for 
previous crystals to reform when the crystallization starts again.  
 
Figure 1.7 Confinement effect and Self-seeding.  When a crystal is partially molten 
the molten chains are kinetically confined in their crystalline position and highly likely to 
recrystallize into the same crystals before partial melting. 
 
The independent network hypothesis was proposed to describe dual networks 
that crosslinks form under different shapes104,105. The networks formed at different strain 
can be treated separately and the overall response is the balance of the individual 
stresses for each network. As the stress is proportional to the density of the crosslinks, 
balance between the two states can be controlled by removing and adding temporary 
physical crosslinks, i.e. crystals.  
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We propose to create microscopically reversible change of crystals between 
partial melted and crystalline states, and according to independent network hypothesis, 
transfer the microscopic reversibility to macroscopic shape changes and demonstrate 
true reversible shape memory effect using semi-crystalline polymers. Our research will 
look into answers of the following questions: 
 Can polymer crystals be reversibly controlled through partial melting and 
crystallization? 
 Can new protocols be developed to transfer the microscopic reversibility to 
macroscopic shape change? 
 Can multiple cycles of reversible shape change be achieved using the new 
protocol? 
 What kind of shape changes and motions can be performed reversibly with the 
new protocol? 
 What are the effects on the reversibility of the material and how can we improve 
the reversibility by material designing and optimizing protocols?  
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CHAPTER 2: PERFECT MIXING OF IMMISCIBLE MACROMOLECULES AT FLUID 
INTERFACES  
 
2.1 Introduction.  
Mixing of chemically incompatible substances is a canonical problem limiting 
advances in fields ranging from health care to materials engineering. It is particularly 
challenging for large species such as macromolecules and colloidal particles that 
acquire miniscule gains in translational entropy on mixing. Self-assembly of chemically 
different moieties has been demonstrated in various systems, including coordination 
complexes, supramolecular structures, and colloidal lattices1-13. In all these systems 
however, the mechanisms of mixing largely rely on specific interfacing of chemically, 
physically or geometrically complementary objects. Here, we present an assembly 
strategy that does not require any specifically encoded complementarity. Long range 
arrays of perfectly mixed, i.e., intercalated, macromolecules are obtained at a fluid 
interface via entropic release of steric repulsion between brush-like polymers. The net 
repulsion derives from a significant increase of conformational entropy of polymeric 
branches with increasing distance between adjacent macromolecules creating so-called 
entropic traps that readily attract other species independent of their chemical 
composition or shape. This entropic templating (ET) strategy was successfully applied 
to mixtures macromolecules with a variety of polymer architectures —“bottlebrushes”, 
“stars”, and linear chains — and a wide range of chemistries (hydrophilic, hydrophobic, 
and lypophobic). Spatially controlled ET offers a new paradigm for interfacial mixing of 
large incompatible species which also enables long range patterning of thin films on 
sub-100 nm length scales. 
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2.2 Experimental. 
2.2.1 Materials.   
All linear polymers are purchased from the Polymer Source, and listed on the table 2.1 
Table 2.1 Molecular weight and molecular distribution of linear polymers 
Linear polymer Mn Mw/Mn 
PDMA-1 2.31105 1.90 
PDMA-2 1.99106 2.50 
PBA-1 1.44103 1.14 
PBA-2 3.11103 1.16 
PBA-3 4.12104 1.13 
PBA-4 7.70104 1.15 
PBA-5 2.26105 1.13 
PBA-6 1.13106 1.18 
PDMS 8.0103 1.30 
 
Brush polymers are chosen as the modal molecules and were synthesized in 
Professor Matyjaszewski’s group at Carnegie Mellon University using a polymerization 
method known as atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP)14-16. ATRP is a controlled 
radical polymerization technique, which results in molecules with a narrow distribution of 
molecular weights, i.e. a low polydispersity index. Low polydispersity gives much better 
control of the polymer shape and properties which is a major advantage of ATRP over 
other synthetic techniques as free radical polymerization. The synthesis of a linear 
polymer via ATRP involves the use of an initiator molecule, commonly alkyl halides, to 
initiate the polymerization. The halide atom in the initiator will reversibly bind to a 
catalyst forming a radical the polymer chain end. This radical facilitates the addition of a 
monomer to the chain end, causing the polymer to grow. At this point the halide atom is 
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able to rebind to chain end, thus temporarily deactivating the reaction site and starting 
the process over again.  
The synthesis of the polymer brushes consists two steps. First, a macroinitiator, 
which becomes the backbone of the polymer, is synthesized. In this specific case 
PBPEM (poly(2-(2-bromopropionyloxy)ethyl methacrylate)) with the same degree of 
polymerization is used as backbone.  Second, monomers were grafted from this 
backbone (Figure 2.1) using ATRP which allowed for the controlled growth of side 
chains. Two types brush with two different side chains are synthesized one is the 
hydrophobic PBA(polybutylacrylate), the other is hydrophilic PDMA(poly 
dimethylacrylamide). Brushes with different side chain DPs are listed in table 2.2 
 
Figure 2.1 Grafting of side chains. schematic of grafting of side chains to the 
macroinitiator. 
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Table 2.2 Molecular weight and molecular distribution of brush polymers and DP of side 
chains. 
Brush polymer DP of side chains Mn Mw/Mn 
PDMA-brush-1 70 2.46106 1.20 
PDMA-brush-2 97 5.12106 1.22 
PDMA-brush-3 121 6.36106 1.17 
PBA-brush-1 38 9.97105 1.27 
PBA-brush-2 55 3.26106 1.14 
PBA-brush-3 80 4.69106 1.21 
 
 The star polymer was synthesized by Professor Tsukruk’s group in Georgia 
Institute of Technology17. The PSn(P2VP-PtBA)n heteroarm polymer stars were 
prepared through a multi-step sequential anionic living polymerization. PS arms was 
formed by reacting sBuLi with styrene, the active PS arms reacted with DVB forming 
star polymer with polyDVB core and PS arms. Second generation of arms was 
generated from polymerization of 2VP, the living ends of P2VP arms initiate 
polymerization of PtBA forming PSn(P2VPPtBA)n heteroarm star block terpolymer. The  
 
Figure 2.2 Synthesize of polymer stars. Schematic of synthesize of polymeric stars 
 
Table 2.3 Molecular weight and DP of different arms of the star polymer 
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Name Mw Total arms Dp of PS Dp of P2VP Dp of PtBA 
PSn(P2VP-PtBA)n 717,000 44 34 136 119 
 
 
2.2.2 Langmuir- Blodgett monolayer preparation.  
Langmuir- Blodgett (LB) method is an important method to prepare thin films 
since it can yield both molecularly thin films18, as well as multilayered films. When a 
solution of an amphiphile in a water insoluble solvent is placed on a water surface with a 
micro syringe, the solution spreads rapidly to cover the available area. As the solvent 
evaporates, a monolayer is formed. When the available area for the monolayer is large 
the distance between adjacent molecules is large and their interactions are weak. The 
monolayer can then be regarded as a two-dimensional gas. Under these conditions the 
monolayer has little effect on the surface tension of water. If the available surface area 
of the monolayer is reduced by a barrier system (Figure 2.3) the molecules start to exert 
a repulsive effect on each other. This two-dimensional analogue of a pressure is called 
surface pressure   and is given by the following relationship: 
0   
Where   is the surface tension in absence of a monolayer and 0  is the surface 
tension with the monolayer present.  
As the molecules are further compressed and the surface pressure increases the 
film and molecules can proceed through various states and conformational changes. 
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Important thin film properties are given by measuring the surface pressure as a function 
of the area of water surface available to each molecule. This is carried out at constant 
temperature and is known as a surface pressure - area isotherm.  
 
Figure 2.3 Langmuir trough. Schematic illustration of a Langmuir film balance with a 
Wilhelmy plate balance measuring the surface pressure, and barriers for reducing the 
available surface area. 
 
Langmuir- Blodgett (LB) method is also used to transfer monolayers from water-
air interface onto substrates. (Figure 2.4) This is accomplished by successively dipping 
a solid substrate up and down through the monolayer while simultaneously keeping the 
surface pressure constant by a computer controlled feedback system between the 
electrobalance measuring the surface pressure and the barrier moving mechanism. 
Consequently the floating monolayer is adsorbed to the solid substrate. 
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Figure 2.4 LB transfer. Schematic illustration of a LB transfer of monolayer to a 
substrate. 
 
In our research, surface Pressure-Monomeric Area (π-A) Isotherm is measured 
by LB KSV-5000 instrument equipped with a Wilhemy plate balance. Solution of brush 
poly(n-butyl acrylate) (PBA, Mn= 3.26x 106 and poly(dimethylacrylamide) (PDMA, 
Mn=2.46 x 106) in chloroform and their mixture were prepared. The dilute solution was 
deposited onto the water surfaces in LB trough at room temperature. 20 minutes were 
allowed for the solvents to evaporate before compression. The compression rate is 
10mm/min. The monomeric area is determined by dividing the surface area by total 
number of monomers contained in deposited molecules.  
Mixed film is prepared with similar procedure, Solution of each polymers are 
made in chloroform (common solvent for all polymers). Homogeneous mixture of 
linear/liner, brush/brush, brush/linear or brush/star are prepared by premixing two 
solutions. 50/50 by mole% of molecules were used for brush/brush mixtures, and 50/50 
by weight were used for other mixtures. Dilute mixed solutions were deposited onto the 
water surfaces in LB trough at room temperature. 20 minutes were allowed for the 
solvents to evaporate before compression. The monolayer was compressed to 7mN/m 
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at a compression rate of 10mm/min, and was transferred to newly cleaved mica while 
the program controlled constant pressure. The pulling rate of the mica was 5mm/min. 
 
2.2.3 Atomic Force Microscopy.  
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) resolves the interactions between the sample 
and the imaging probe19. It is a very high-resolution type of scanning probe microscopy, 
and the resolution can reach nanometers in scale. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Atomic Force Microscopy. Schematic of an atomic force microscope. The 
laser reflects off an oscillating tip which deflects as it moves over the surface. A four 
quadrant detector measures deflections in the cantilever as it scans over the surface. 
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The AFM consists of 3 major components: the probe tip, the detection system, 
and the scanning peizo (Figure 2.5). The probe tip is the sensor which collects the force 
information by interacting with the local force fields of the sample. It consists of a very 
sharp tip on the edge of a cantilever which deflects upon attraction or repulsion from the 
surface. A focused laser on the back of the cantilever is directed towards a quad photo 
detector which can measure the deflection of the laser as the cantilever moves. The 
sample is controlled by a sensitive peizo system that scans the sample underneath the 
tip with nanometer precision. 
Tapping mode operates by using a current to oscillate the cantilever and 
measures differences in its deflection as it passes over objects of different height. This 
method is preferred over contact AFM which slides the probe tip over the surface 
because it is less destructive when measuring soft or fragile samples. Since the 
backbone on our brush molecules have excellent height contrast, this method is ideal to 
image films of these polymers. 
In addition to measuring a sample’s height, tapping mode can produce an image 
based on contrasting adhesion and viscoelastic properties. This imaging method is 
known as phase imaging, the AFM detects changes in the phase of the oscillation of the 
AFM tip as it comes in contact with the surface. A soft sample will shift the tips phase to 
a different degree than a hard sample and likewise attractive, adhesive, and repulsive 
samples will all have different effects on the phase of the oscillations.  
In this experiment, topographic and phase images collected using a multimode 
Atomic Force Microscopy (Veeco Metrology Group) in tapping mode. We used silicon 
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cantilevers (Mikromasch-USA) with a resonance frequency of about 160 kHz and a 
spring constant of about 5 N/m. 
2.3 PDMA brushes on water surface.  
Hydrophilic polymers such as poly dimethylacramide (PDMA) can spread on the 
water surface and form stable monolayers. The stability is tested by running 
consecutive isotherm curves. As shown in figure 2.6a, two full cycles of isotherms had 
been performed on PDMA brush monolayers from gaseous state to 7mN/m, the curves 
are fully reversible and no shift is observed, indicating the film is stable at this given 
pressure range. The films can be unstable when further compressed. As shown in figure 
2.6b, there is clear shift from each cycle which indicates part of the film has been 
dissolved into the water. The stability is mainly affected by the molecular weight of the 
polymer, small linear PDMA are easily dissolved at lower pressure while large linear or 
brush polymers are relatively stable in our experiment conditions. 
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Figure 2.6 Stability of PDMA brush at water surface. (a) two cycles of isotherms for 
PDMA brushes(Mn=2.46 x 106) from 0 to 7mN/m. (b) two cycles of isotherms for PDMA 
brushes(Mn=2.46 x 106) from 0 to 8mN/m 
Combining the AFM and LB techniques provides a facile method for studying 
conformational changes in single molecules. For PDMA brushes (see Fig.2.7), the 
brush spread on the surface and the repulsion cause the backbone to be extended at 
low pressure. As the pressure increases, the distance between molecules gradually 
decreases, while the contour length of the molecules remains the same. The molecules 
eventually become very closely packed, adopting a cylindrical shape. The transition 
occurs at around 6mN/m making them conformationally frustrated20. 
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Figure 2.7 Conformation change of PDMA. Conformation change of hydrophilic 
PDMA brush(Mn=5.12x 106) under compression 
2.4 Conformational entropy induced brush brush mixing.  
Chemically different large molecules are difficult to mix as shown in Figure 2.8a, 
where a mixture of linear poly(n-butylacrylate) (PBA) and linear poly(dimethylacrylamide) 
(PDMA) undergo phase separation when deposited on a substrate. The marginal role of 
the translational entropy highlights a challenging problem of how to enhance 
orientational and conformational contributions to mS , and shift the free energy balance 
towards mixing. As discussed, this can be achieved through modification of 
macromolecular architecture by tethering multiple linear chains to a single branching 
center or line. Dense grafting results in a conformationally frustrated system, where an 
increase in volume fraction of branched macromolecules (either in solution or at 
interface) causes stretching of polymer chains and thus significant decrease of 
conformational entropy. In this case, mixing of the conformationally frustrated (“charged”) 
macromolecules with conformationally relaxed (“neutral”) species such as nanoparticles 
and collapsed polymers, may reduce stretching of polymer branches and thus enhance 
the net entropy of mixing. This enhancement has been demonstrated for molecular 
brushes, in which every monomeric unit of a polymer backbone carries a long polymer 
side-chain, thus resulting in an extremely densely-branched system. Figure 2.8b shows 
a monolayer of a 50/50 mol/mol mixture of PBA and PDMA bottlebrushes. Unlike phase 
separation of linear polymers in Figure1a, monolayers of the corresponding 
bottlebrushes exhibit a homogeneous structure suggesting molecular mixing. An even 
more surprising discovery was made with higher resolution imaging (Figs. 2.8c,d): In 
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contrast to the featureless structure of the linear PBA/PDMA microdomains in Figure 
2.8c, the bottlebrush mixtures demonstrated remarkable intercalation of the chemically 
different macromolecules. Figure 2.8d shows a dense monolayer composed of wormlike 
PBA and PDMA bottlebrushes finely intermixed with mutually aligned contours. Clear 
identification of individual PBA and PDMA molecules in the AFM images was facilitated 
by the difference in the length of the side chains; the PBA brushes in Fig. 2.8d have 
shorter side chains.  
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Figure 2.8  Comparison between linear and brush mixing  The AFM height image 
of (a,c) linear PBA (Mn=2.26×105) mixed with linear PDMA (Mn= 2.31×105) transferred 
to a mica substrate at 1mN/m,  (b,d) a 50/50 mol.% mixture of PBA (Mn=9.97×105) and 
PDMA (Mn=6.36×106) brushes prepared at a film pressure of 7mN/m  
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2.5 Mixing with molecules of different architectures.  
Note that the brush molecules in Figures 2.8b,d have the same chemical 
composition as their linear counterparts in Figures 2.8a,c. Apparently, the brush-like 
architecture of the hydrophilic brushes plays a key role in stabilizing intercalation on the 
molecular scale. To verify this hypothesis we have compared the mixing behavior of 
four (22) different combinations of the linear and brush-like polymers. While the 
micrographs in Figures 2.8 correspond to the above discussed linear-linear and brush-
brush combinations, the micrographs in Figures 2.9 a,b depict morphologies of the 
linear-PDMA/brush-PBA and brush-PBA/linear-PDMA mixtures, respectively. As shown 
in Figure 2.9a, switching from brush to linear PDMA led to conventional phase 
separation of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic polymers similar to the linear-linear 
mixture in Figure 2.8c. However, mixing hydrophilic PDMA brushes and hydrophobic 
PBA linear chains shows perfect mixing as confirmed by (i) uniform (domain-free) 
dispersion of the chemically different macromolecules, (ii) a large distance between the 
PDMA bottlebrushes in excess of the two-fold contour length of their side chains, and (iii) 
strong materials contrast in AFM phase images. The results of these combinatorial 
experiments are consistent with the hypothesis that the brush-like architecture of 
hydrophilic brushes is the main cause of the molecular intercalation in polymer mixtures 
at a water/air interface. Another important conclusion from these observations is that the 
mixing behavior does not depend on the architecture and dimensions of the 
hydrophobic species as both linear and brush-like PBAs support intercalation. The 
peculiar tolerance of the molecular intercalation with respect to the type of hydrophobic 
diluents was also confirmed by mixing of polymer brushes and polymer stars. Figure 
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2.9c shows AFM micrographs of the LB monolayers of mixtures of the hydrophilic 
PDMA bottlebrushes finely mixed with hydrophobic PSn(P2VP-b-PtBA)m stars that 
prefer to concentrate in between the wormlike PDMAs . 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Brush mixed with other systems The AFM height image of (a)a mixture of 
PBA brush (Mn= 3.26×106 ) and linear PDMA(Mn=1.99×106), (b) a mixture of linear 
PBA and brush PDMA (Mn=6.36×106), and (c) 50/50 wt% mixture of PDMA brushes 
(Mn=2.46×106) and PSn(P2VP-b-PtBA)m heteroarm stars (Mn=7.17×105). 
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2.6 Mixing mechanism.  
Figure 2.10 explains the concept of conformational enhancement of molecular 
mixing at liquid/air interfaces leading to intercalation of chemically different species (Fig. 
2.10a). This concept differs from others where the ineffectiveness of the translational 
entropy was ameliorated by short1-3 and long-range9-11 specific attractions (Fig. 2.10b) 
and/or depletion forces (Fig. 2.10c) that require particular complementarity of the 
objects’ shapes, sizes, and chemical composition. In the entropic templating (ET) 
mechanism exploited here, global segregation is prevented since the mixing process 
includes a significant increase of one component’s conformational entropy ( mc HST  ). 
Figures 2.10d-f outlines the basic physical principles of ET with hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic species wherein the hydrophilic species have a brush-like polymer 
architecture. Both species are assumed to be surface-active, i.e. they reduce the total 
surface free energy by adsorbing to a liquid interface such as an interface between a 
gas and a liquid, or between two immiscible liquids like oil and water. It is also assumed 
that one of the liquids, e.g. water, is a good (or theta) solvent for the polymer brush. As 
a result, polymer brushes comprised of hydrophilic side chains emanating from a 
hydrophobic backbone form stable monolayers on water as they reconfigure while 
remain pinned to the water-air interface. In densely packed monolayers, steric repulsion 
between the swollen brushes leads to extension of the polymer side chains toward the 
aqueous subphase resulting in a decrease of conformational degrees of freedom, i.e. 
conformational entropy SC (Fig. 2.10e). However, if the monolayer of polymer brushes is 
mixed with a second diluent species, the steric repulsion between neighboring brushes 
can be reduced by intercalating the diluent particles between brush macromolecules 
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(Fig. 2.10f). Effectively, the diluent species play a role of spacers that may have a 
different chemical compositions or shapes, e.g. nanoparticles, linear chains, and 
branched macromolecules. Juxtaposing a hydrophobic diluent next to the hydrophilic 
polymer brush results in energetically unfavorable contacts ( 0 mH ), but this energetic 
penalty is balanced by a significant increase of the conformational entropy of the 
brushes: as the distance between neighboring brushes increases, the extension of 
sterically restricted sidechains decreases leading to an increase of the chain’s 
conformational entropy ( 0 cS ) as shown in Figure 2.7. As a result, the total free 
energy of mixing is reduced producing a molecularly patterned film that maximizes the 
mixture conformational entropy. The ET film can be reversibly manipulated through 
variation of the surface coverage and film pressure. In the molecularly-intercalated 
arrays, the repulsion between the swollen PDMA side chains determines the 
characteristic spacing. 
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Figure  2.10.  Conventional and novel mixing scenarios at a fluid interface. For 
large species, the entropy of mixing SM is negligibly small, which leads to spontaneous 
phase separation (a). To force mixing of distinct particles, different strategies can be 
applied to reduce the total free energy (F<0). In strategy b, mixing is driven by specific 
attraction between particles, which reduces the interaction energy of the system 
(HM<0). In this particular example, charges are developed due to dissociation and 
dissolution of counterions. In strategy c, the mixing is induced by an increase of 
translational entropy of depletant species causing a net attraction between the unlike 
particles (ST>0). In strategy d, the mixing is driven by an increase in conformational 
entropy of polymer segments (SC>0). 
 
In Figure 2.11a, the ET concept has been adapted to explain molecular intercalation 
observed in LB monolayer of a 50/50 mol/mol PBA/PDMA bottlebrush mixture. While 
hydrophobic PBAs collapse into a melt state at the water/air interface, the hydrophilic 
side chains of the PDMA brushes swell and extend towards the water subphase. Upon 
lateral compression leading to an increase of the surface fraction of polymer molecules, 
the extension of the hydrophilic side chains increases resulting in a significant decrease 
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of conformational entropy. At a certain critical film pressure, a transition from a phase-
separated to intercalated morphology occurs. In the following, we will provide 
experimental evidence that verifies our hypothesis of the conformation-driven 
intercalation of chemically different macromolecules at liquid interfaces. First we will 
consider equilibrium dimensions of a hydrophilic bottlebrush at the air-water interface.  
According to the schematics in Figure 2.11a, the intercalation process should result 
in approximately two-fold increase of the distance between the PDMA brushes. This 
was corroborated by measuring an intermolecular distance of D1=201 nm in pure 
PDMA domains and D2=522 nm in the intercalated arrangement for PDMA brushes at 
the same film pressure =6 mN/m. The characteristic spacing D2=522 nm is equal to 
the width D0 of a PDMA brush with degree of polymerization (DP) of side chains n=121 
measured at a lower pressure of =0.5 mN/m, i.e. prior to compression. As suggested 
by the schematics in Figure 2.11a, the spacing increase allows the swollen PDMA side 
chains to extend and adopt conformation similar to the conformation in expanded 
monolayers. In this case, the characteristic spacing D2 of the intercalation pattern 
should be determined by the length of the PDMA side chains. Indeed, as shown in 
Figure 2.8b, the distance between PDMA brushes within PDMA/PBA brush mixtures 
gradually increases with DP of PDMA side chains. Linear fitting of the data points with 
naD loglog   gives a scaling exponent of =0.640.03, which is consistent with the 
scaling predictions of the width of an uncompressed brush in a theta solvent 
3/23/2
0 nlpD  , where n is the degree of polymerization of PDMA side chains and lbp /  
is the stiffness parameter, that is the ratio of the Kuhn length b and is the monomer 
length l=0.25 nm (see Supplementary Information). The intercept 06.038.0 a   gives a 
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Kuhn length of nmb 3.7 , which is larger than the Kuhn length of conventional polymers, 
yet it is of the same order of magnitude acceptable for scaling analysis. 
As expected from the model, the spacing was virtually independent on the size of 
the spacer moieties, provided that the spacer species were smaller than the brush size. 
As shown in Figure 2.11b, the distance between PDMA brushes (DP=121) does not 
depend on the DP of side-chains of PBA brushes. The distance also does not depend 
on the DP of linear PBA in a broad range from n=103 to n=106. Furthermore, mixtures 
of linear PDMS (poly(dimethylsiloxane)) / PDMA-brushes showed a similar distance of 
522 nm (Fig. 2.11b). This behavior corroborates our assumption that the mixing 
process is driven by the increase of the conformational entropy of the PDMA side 
chains upon separation of brush molecules due to intercalation, while the linear 
polymers (hydrophobic species) act as spacers.  
 
 
Figure 2.11. Spacing control.  (a) While the hydrophilic brushes play the role of 
mixture stabilizers, the hydrophobic species play the role of spacers (diluents) 
minimizing the surface energy. (b) The distance between the neighboring PDMA 
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bottlebrushes in 50/50 mol% mixtures of PBA and PDMA brushes (transferred at 
7mN/m) increases with the degree of polymerization (DP) of PDMA side chains (□) and 
virtually independent on the DP of PBA side chains (■). The intermolecular distance 
between PDMA brushes also does not change much when mixing PDMA brushes 
(Mn=6.36×106, n=126) with the linear PBA’s (▲) of different molecular weights and 
linear PDMS (●) of Mn=8.0×103. 
The spacing control is further supported by figure 2.12, PDMA brushes are 
closely packed when compressed to 7mN/m, when linear PBA has been added, there is 
a significant increase of spacing between PDMA brushes. It demonstrates the linear 
PBA has penetrated and mixed with the brushes. There is a slow increase of spacing as 
more linear PBA is added. However, this increase is limited at around 50nm even when 
the amount of PBA exceeds the brush PDMA. The brushes forms islands instead of 
randomly scatter in the overwhelming linear PBA. It is consistent with our proposed 
mechanism when mixing is driven by the conformational entropy of PDMA brushes. 
Once the spacing reaches D2=522 nm which is close to their relaxed state, the 
brushes lost the driving force to further mix with the extra linear polymers. 
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Figure 2.12 linear/brush mixture with different compositions. A) pure PDMA 
brushes(Mn=2.46x 106) at 7mN/m b-e) PDMA brushes(Mn=2.46x 106) mix with linear 
PBA(Mn= 1.13x106 ) at 7mN/m b) PBA:PDMA=2:8, c) PBA:PDMA=4:6, d) 
PBA:PDMA=6:4 and e) PBA:PDMA=8:2, the ratio is calculated by the number of 
monomers. f)intermolecular spacing of PDMA brushes in different brush/linear 
composition. 
 
2.7 Intercalation.  
Intercalation of molecular brushes is caused by steric repulsion between the 
PDMA side chains, which depends on the distance between neighboring 
macromolecules within a monolayer. The surface coverage, i.e. number of 
bottlebrushes per unit area, was varied through lateral compression of a brush 
monolayer on a Langmuir trough leading to an increase of the film pressure. Figure 
2.13a depicts three pressure-area isotherms corresponding to pure PDMA brushes, 
pure PBA brushes, and a 50/50 mol% mixture of PBA and PDMA brushes. For any 
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mixture without any molecular interactions (phase separation or random mixing), 
additive rule can be applied for the mixture21 
 PDMAPBA AAA )1(0     
Area is calculated from the LB isotherms of the pure PBA and PDMA components,   is 
the molar fraction of PBA brushes.  
The experimentally measured isotherm of a 50/50 mixture deviates from a 
theoretical isotherm assuming phase separation of PBA and PDMA bottlebrushes. 
(Figure 2.13a) The deviation indicates to direct interaction between the PBA and PDMA 
macromolecules. The strongest deviation was observed at pressures above 5mN/m, 
which was consistent with the AFM measurements of molecular contacts in LB 
monolayers.  Component dependence also shows deviations from the linear line at high 
pressure (7mN/m) (Figure 2.13d) as another prove of specific molecular interaction 
occurring at high compression. 
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Figure 2.13. Isotherm study on intercalation. (a) Film-pressure vs. molecular area 
isotherms of three systems: pure PBAbottlebrushes (Mn= 3.26×106 ), pure PDMA 
bottlebrushes (Mn=6.36×106), 50/50 mol% in monomer,  mixture of the PBA and PDMA 
brushes and the comparison with theoretical predictions (b) Relative deviation AAA /0  
of the molecular area A of the 50/50 mixture from a theoretical area. (c) Film-pressure 
vs. molecular area of different compositions d) composition dependence of the mean 
monomeric area at two different pressures. The straight lines present the theoretical 
lines of additive rule.  
 
The Delaunay triangulation22 was used to count the nearest neighbors in AFM 
micrographs and quantify the length of contact between the like pairs (i.e., PBA/PBA 
and PDMA/PDMA) and unlike pairs (PBA/PDMA). With an in-house software designed 
by David Shirvanyants, PEN, AFM image can be loaded by the program and contours 
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can be drawn along the backbone of the polymer brushes. Chemically different species 
can be distinguished and labeled with different colors (Figure 2.14a). The contour length 
of the molecules are divided into several points, and each points are connected in such 
a way that no smaller triangles can be made by connecting any two points. (Figure 
2.14b) The program will discard all edges that connect points in the same molecule. In 
order to focus on those closely packed, parallel parts, a cut off distance can be set to 
filter out the unwanted connection across some defects. The end points are also 
discarded to limit the fraction of vertical connection between brushes. The program will 
automatically count how many edges connect the same or different species of 
molecules. 
  
 
Figure 2.14. Delaunay triangulation with program PEN. (a) AFM image of brush 
PBA(Mn= 3.26×106 ) mix with brush PDMA(Mn=6.36x 106 ) at 7mN/m, PDMA brushes 
are labeled in red, PBA brushes are labeled in blue; (b) nearest neighbor counting using 
Delaunay triangulation by PEN program 
Figure 2.15 shows the length fraction of the like pairs as a function of the film 
pressure. At lower pressures ranging from 0 to 7 mN/m (weak repulsion), the PBA and 
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PDMA molecules are phase separated as evidenced by a large fraction of like pairs 
around 0.75. At higher pressures approaching 7mN/m, the fraction of like pairs sharply 
decreases, while the fraction PBA/PDMA pairs increases up to 0.75. This value is 
smaller than 1 (expected for perfect intercalation), which is ascribed to a combination of 
molecular “imperfections”, including the finite length, polydispersity, and intrinsic 
flexibility of bottlebrush molecules. Note that in random mixtures, number of like pairs 
and unlike pairs should be around 0.5. A lower fraction of unlike pairs indicates 
propensity to phase separation, while values larger than 0.5 indicate the emergence of 
intercalated structures. The molecular-scale evidences of intercalation are consistent 
with the macroscopic measurements as shown in Figure 2.13. 
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Figure 2.15. Unlike pair fraction against pressure increase.  Delaunay triangulation 
was used to quantify and monitor the length fraction of pair contacts in monolayers of a 
50/50 mol.% mixture of PBA brushes (Mn= 3.26×106 ) and PDMA brushes 
(Mn=6.36×106) prepared at different  film pressures. The fraction of unlike pairs is 
plotted against surface pressure. 
 
2.8 Stability of the film.  
There are always kinetic issues involved with large molecules as in the case of 
this experiment.  Several experiments were done to distinguish static and kinetic effect 
and verify the thermal stability of the mixed film. To testify the kinetic influence on 
mixing, the effect of preparation method was studied. We prepared our mixed film by 
two different ways. First, the premixed solution was deposited on to the surface. In the 
second case, the PDMA and PBA solutions are deposited separately from two different 
syringes. In both cases when the film was compressed and transferred, we got similar 
isotherm curves and same mixing result at 7mN/m. Reversibility of this process was 
also tested through multiple compression-equilibration-expansion cycles. As shown in 
Figure 2.16, these results suggest that the molecularly intercalated films are 
thermodynamically stable at water/air interface under controlled pressure and can be 
reversibly controlled by either film pressure or molecular area. The results show that 
despite all kinetic effects, the mixed films are thermally stable at water/air interface and 
can be reversibly controlled by the surface pressure. 
The film on the mica substrate however, is metastable. The once mixed PDMA 
brushes and PSn(P2VP-b-PtBA)m heteroarm stars film (Figure 2.17a) on mica surface 
had been placed in 99% relative humidity which allows the brushes to move around and 
rearrange themselves. After one day, the once mixed film became phase separated 
again (see fugure 2.17b). This contrast demonstrates the two polymers are chemically 
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immiscible. Long-term annealing of LB monolayers on solid substrates (i.e., at the 
absence of steric repulsion imparted by the water subphase) make the mixed film phase 
separate again. Mixing only occurs at water/air interface and pressure is essential to 
maintain the mixed state.  
 
Figure 2.16. Reversibility of the film through expansion and compression. PDMA 
brushes (Mn=2.46×106) mix with PSn(P2VP-b-PtBA)m heteroarm stars (Mn=7.17×105) 
at different film pressures: (a) 1 mN/m and (b) 7 mN/m.  
 
 
Figure 2.17. Phase separation on mica surface under humidity treatment. (a) 
PDMA brushes(Mn=2.46 x 106) and PSn(P2VP-b-PtBA)n heteroarm stars(Mn=7.17x105) 
mixture mixed at 7mN/m, prior to humidity treatment; (b) PDMA brushes(Mn=2.46 x 106) 
a b
400 nm
100 nm
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and PSn(P2VP-b-PtBA)n heteroarm stars(Mn=7.17x105) mixture after the humidity 
treatment 
 
2.9 Conclusion.  
In summary, we report a new strategy for mixing of chemically different 
polymers—entropic templating—that is driven by conformational entropy and was 
enhanced by a brush-like architecture. Furthermore, due to the small contribution of 
translational entropy, this strategy leads to intercalation of hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
macromolecules and hence formation of long-range chemically patterned arrays.  
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CHAPTER 3: ACOUSTIC ACTIVATION OF SHAPE MOMORY MATERIAL  
 
3.1 Introduction.  
Non-invasive activation of shape transformations is vital for many biomedical 
applications, including catheters, deployable stents, orthopedic devices, and sutures. It 
is also potentially useful for packaging, space industry, robotics, and on-chip 
technologies. For these purposes, researchers have designed so-called shape-memory 
materials1-7, dual-network elastomers that can be programmed from a permanent to a 
temporary shape by mechanical force, and return to their original shape when prompted 
in response to external stimuli8-15 (such as heat, light, electro-magnetic fields, and pH).  
When direct heating is not permitted, IR irradiation, electric current, or magnetic fields 
are viable tools for inductive heating; however, each method bears limitations in terms 
of spatial selectivity, permeation depth, and materials composition. Here we describe a 
new non-invasive tool for local stimulation of shape transformations within a shape 
memory polymer (SMP) using acoustic irradiation. A series of poly(octylene adipate)-
based elastomers in both foam and solid film forms  were synthesized to enable high 
adsorption of acoustic waves. This new technique can trigger shape transformations in 
optically non-transparent media at distances exceeding tens of centimeters. Interaction 
of acoustic waves with a shape-memory polymer causes local heating (within an area of 
ca. 1 mm) which is sufficient to prompt shape recovery. Moreover, the use of high 
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intensity focused ultrasound allows discrete site-specific shape transformation in both 
time and space, thus enabling surgical shape modifications one step at a time. Stepwise 
unbending motion of hairpins can be triggered and discrete shapes as dots, lines, and 
even letters can be produced. These new capabilities potentially have applications in 
non-invasive surgery, cancer therapy, micro-robotics, and acoustic lithography. 
 
3.2 Experimental. 
3.2.1 Materials.  
All shape memory polymers were synthesized in Professor Ashby’s group at 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, The base material was a 
semicrystalline polyester, Poly(octylene adipate) . Azides were incorporated into the 
main polymer chain, increases the amorphous components in the copolymer. They 
control the melting temperature and provide active sites for further modification. The 
synthetic approach is shown in Figure 3.1. The material used in this research has a ratio 
of 83:17 between the adipic acid units and diazio containing units, the property of the 
prepolymer is listed in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 composition and property of the prepoymer 
Adipic acid 
repeat unit
a
  
Diazo repeat 
unit
a
  
Repeat Unit 
MW
b
  
MW (NMR, 
g/mol) DP PDI
Tm1  
(°C)
 d
  
Tm2 
(°C)
 d
 
ÄH
(J/g)
 d
83% 17% 270.45 3380 ~12 2.01 43.32 50.68 67.24
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The prepolymer was poured into molds and was photocured using 2,2-
diethoxyacetophenone at a consistent temperature to produce solid shape memory 
materials.  
Foam material was also synthesized to allow larger deformation for shape 
memory. Final ground NaCl was mixed with the prepolymer into the mold. The sample 
was cured under UV irradiation. Salt leeching is accomplished by placing the salty film 
in hot (~ 65 °C) distilled water with stirring for 2-3 days. 
 
Figure3.1. Synthesis of shape memory polymer. 
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3.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry.  
Differential scanning calorimetry(DSC) is a widely used thermal analytical tool. 
The difference in the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a sample and 
reference is measured as a function of temperature. Both the sample and reference are 
maintained at nearly the same temperature throughout the experiment. Generally, the 
temperature program for a DSC analysis is designed such that the sample holder 
temperature increases linearly as a function of time. The reference sample should have 
a well-defined heat capacity over the range of temperatures to be scanned.  
The shape memory effect of the polymer we used in our research is based on 
melting transition. DSC is widely used in characterizing the thermal transition. e.g. figure 
3.2 is the measurement of our shape memory material. The sample was first heated to 
erase the heat history.  A cooling and heating cycle follows to determine the 
crystallization and melting behavior.  The upper curve demonstrates the crystallization 
behavior and the lower curve for the melting. The crystallization and melting 
temperature can be found from the peak of each curve, and the enthalpy change can be 
calculated from the area under the peak.  
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Figure3.2 DSC measurement. DSC measurement of a heating and cooling cycle of the 
shape memory material. 
In this research, a DSC 220 from Seiko Instruments, Inc was used, sample was 
measured at a heating and cooling rate of 10oC/min. The thermal data reported were 
obtained from the second run. 
 
3.2.3 Small angle X-ray diffraction.  
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a technique to study the small periodic 
structures in nanometer scales with the elastic scattering of X-rays. It is another 
powerful tool to study features of crystals. A monochromatic beam of X-rays is brought 
to a sample from which some of the X-rays scatter, while most simply go through the 
sample without interacting with it. The scattered X-rays form a scattering pattern which 
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is then detected at a detector which is typically a 2-dimensional flat X-ray detector 
situated behind the sample perpendicular to the direction of the primary beam that 
initially hit the sample. The scattering pattern contains the information on the structure 
of the sample. 
 The SAXS measure reciprocal space q which is inversely proportional the real 
spacing of the repeating features d.  The d can be converted following bragg’s law: 
qd /2  
   
Figure3.3. Bragg’s law for X-ray scattering.  
 All the SAXS measurements are done by Professor Oleg’s group at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory. Synchrotron-based SAXS was performed using beamline X9 at the 
National Synchrotron Light Source.  
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3.2.4 Acoustic property measurement.  
The key properties for acoustic activation of the reversibility are the absorption of 
acoustic energy and temperature elevation. The acoustic measurement was done with 
the help of Professor Dayton’s group at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The 
transducer with 1.4 MHz frequency was used to produce acoustic beam and a 
hydrophone was used to detect the intensity. The absorption coefficient can be 
measured through hitting acoustic beams on samples of a series of thicknesses. 
Through equation: 
x)exp(- I=I 0   
Where x is the sample thickness and 0I is the incident beam intensity with reflection part 
subtracted beforehand.   
The temperature increase of the sample during acoustic heating can be 
measured with a thermo couple embedded in the sample just beneath the surface.  The 
beam position is adjusted to make the thermal couple right in the middle of the beam 
focus16-19. 
 
Table 3.2 Properties of the shape memory material. 
Absorption  
(Np/m at 
1.4MHz)  
Reflection
 
 Speed of sound (m/s) 
T
m
 (°C)  ΔH (J/g)  Rf  Rr  
133±7  0.20±0.01  1837±13  39.9±2.1  41.1±3.2 98.9  98.0  
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3.2.5 Acoustic activation of shape memory effect.  
The transducer used in the experiment is focused transducer. The lateral focus of 
the beam is about 1mmx1mm, the pressure distribution of the transducer is shown in 
Figure 3.4. The focus depth in the z direction is about 1cm.  
 
Figure3.4. Lateral pressure distribution of the focused acoustic beam. 
The programmed shape memory samples were immersed into water, which is 
degassed to avoid any reflection from air bubbles. The experiment was conducted at 
room temperature and transducer was set about 5cm above the sample. (Figure 3.5)  
The frequency of the focused acoustic beams is set to be 1.4MHz, the transducer can 
both transmit a single, very short acoustic pulses less than a second or continues 
pulses.  The intensity and duration of each acoustic pulse can be controlled 
electronically through the transducer. The position of focal point can be also be 
controlled by electronic stages.  
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Figure3.5.  Experimental setup of acoustic activation of shape memory.   
  
3.2.6 Three dimensional imaging of features from acoustic lithography.   
The features generated by acoustic activated shape recovery are in the range of 
um to cm. Imaging of such features requires a technique the enables large scanning 
area with high resolution.  
 An interferometer is an optical device that splits a beam of light exiting a single 
source into two separate beams and then recombines them. One beam called reference 
beam is reflected from the reference mirror, while the other beam is reflected from the 
surface under test. The recombined beams create an interferogram consists of bright 
and dark fringes representing the topography of the object. The interferogram is 
recorded on a CCD detector which registers the fringes and forwards them to the 
computer for processing using interferogram analysis software and the topography of 
the test surface is then generated. For 3D object, Vertical Scanning Interferometer (VSI) 
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uses white light source, the test surface is translated vertically, such that each point on 
the surface passes through focus. (Figure 3.6) 
 
Figure3.6. Interferometer. Schematic of interferometer scanning through different 
focuses for 3D-imaging.  
 
A 3D image can be reconstructed from the images at different depths and data of 
height, size and volume or the 3D object can be measured through the resulting 
images20-21. 
In our experiment, a thin layer of silver powder has been painted on the surface 
of the shape memory foams in order to enhance the reflectivity. The feature is much 
larger than the thickness of the powder and their presence can be ignored in data 
analysis. 
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Figure3.7. 3D image analysis. Analysis of a bump on shape memory foam activated 
by acoustic beam. 
 
3.3 Heat generation from acoustic beam.  
Solid shape memory films without programming were put under irradiation to 
testify the heat generation ability of the ultrasound. The starting temperature is room 
temperature at about 20oC. Each test was run with an ultra sound pulse at frequency of 
1.4MHz and duration of 5 seconds with varying intensities. The sample was cooled back 
to room temperature before next run. The result shown in Figure 3.8 indicates the 
temperature at the central of focus can be as high as 137 oC.  The melting point of the 
shape memory material tested is 40 oC, which means the heat generated by the focused 
acoustic beam was more than enough to trigger the melting transition and hence shape 
recovery.   
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Figure3.8. Temperature increase on shape memory polymers.  
 
3.4. Acoustic lithography on shape memory materials.   
Shape memory foams can be melted at 60oC and compressed and fixed at 0oC 
ice water. When a focused acoustic beam heated the sample, the programmed sample 
can be locally melted and tries to restore its their original thickness. However the 
surrounding materials outside the focus of the beam are still crystallized and unable to 
move. The result is a localized recovery as a small bump was propped up above the 
sample surface. (Figure 3.9)  
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The bumps were about tenth of mm to mm in size and were large enough to be 
visualized directly as in Figure 3.9a. Red dye was used to color the foam in order for 
better contrast. 
 
Figure3.9. Acoustic lithography on shape memory polymer foams. (a) Optical 
image of array of dots on foam surfaces; (b) Optical image of array of dots; (c) 3D 
image from interferometer of three letters on foams. 
  
In addition to separated dots, acoustic beam can continuously scan over the 
surface of the shape memory materials and created lines as in Figure 3.9b. The 
Scanning path of the acoustic beams can be programmed by the computer and drawn 
any patterns that is designed, e.g. letters UNC in Figure 3.9c.   
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Solid films of the shape memory material can also be used in lithography, the 
shape memory films can be programmed in the same protocol described for foam 
material, with extra external force needed during compressing since they are much 
harder than foams.  
Bumps can also be created through irradiation of acoustic beams as in Figure 
3.10. However, the features created on surfaces of solid films were less than 100um 
and much smaller compared with the foams. The limitation in size is a combined result 
of less deformability and stronger confinement from the nearby crystalline part to the 
locally melted part. Localized recovery on the solid film can create force so strong that it 
can crack the film if the beam intensity is too high which caused too much recovery of 
the film. 
 All the above experiments clearly demonstrated focused ultrasound can activate 
the shape memory effect of polymer materials and the localized activation can be 
utilized in lithography. 
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Figure3.10. Bumps acoustically activated on solid films of shape memory material.  
 
3.5. Size control of the acoustic lithography.  
Size control is essential for any lithography techniques. For acoustic lithography, 
there are a lot of parameter can be controlled from the material to the acoustic beam. In 
this research, we focus on acoustic part.  
 First parameter to be tested is the intensity of the acoustic beam, as shown in 
Figure 3.8, the increase in intensity leads to an increase of the maximum temperature. 
However, for shape memory material, any temperature higher than melting temperature 
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will have the same effect on shape recovery as the crystals are already molten. And the 
acoustic intensity effect on shape memory needs more scrutiny.  
For more quantitative analysis, identical shape memory polymer foams 
(1.85cmx1.85cmx0.53cm) were heated and melted above 60oC, and compressed to the 
thickness of 0.23cm at this temperature above their melting point. The samples were 
then quenched at 0oC ice water for 5min to fix the shape.  
Four bumps were created on corners of each samples and each with the same 
frequency at 1.3MHz and same duration of 2 seconds but an increase in the amplitude. 
The samples were imaged and analyzed with the interferometer. (Figure 3.11a) And the 
average of height and diameter of the bumps are plotted against the intensity which is 
the square of the amplitude. (Figure 3.11b) 
 
Figure3.11. bumps created by acoustic beam with different intensities (a) 3D 
image of bumps under for different amplitude of 3MPa, 4MPa, 5MPa and 6MPa with a 
duration of 2s; (b) Diameters (■)  and heights (○) for bumps versus the ultrasound of 
intensity. 
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Figure 3.11 shows a clear increase of the both diameter and height of the bumps 
as increase in acoustic intensity, and the relation is almost linear. A fully recovered 
sample would expand for 3mm to its original thickness. However, the maximum height 
of the bump was 0.5mm, which meant only 17% of recovery achieved even though the 
focal temperature was way above the melting temperature. Thus, the recovery was 
geometrically limited by the fixed crystalline components around.  Also the diameter 
increases along with the height, which suggests the increase of size in general is 
caused by material around, or away from the focal point of the acoustic heating went 
above the melting temperature and free to recover. Higher intensity increase the size by 
creating higher temperature at focal point and respectively higher temperature around 
the focal point which allows more materials to melt and created larger features. 
 Effect of pulse duration was also measured with the similar experimental setup. 
The amplitude is held constant at 6Mpa. (Figure 3.12) An increase was also observed 
for the same reason that more crystalline material will reach the melting point and 
recover. The increase is not as significant as the increase in intensity, as the systems is 
immersed in water at room temperature. Longer irradiation time will increase the heat 
conducted away by the water environment and eventually reaches equilibrium unless all 
the water has been heated up. 
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Figure3.12. bumps created by acoustic beam with different pulse duration  (a) 3D 
image of bumps under for different duration of pulse of 0.5s, 1s, 1.5s and 2s with a 
constant amplitude of 6MPa;  (b) Diameters(■)   and heights (○)  for bumps versus the 
pulse duration. 
 
3.6. Conclusion.  
In summary, we report a new strategy for activation of shape memory effect 
through focused acoustic beam.  Furthermore, due to the localized nature of the 
acoustic heating, a new lithography technique is developed to draw patterns in shape 
memory materials. 
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CHAPTER 4 ONE TIME REVERSIBILITY  
 
4.1 Introduction.  
Scientists have historically been interested in emulating the ability of biological 
systems to change shape in response to minute changes in the surrounding 
environment. To that end, a variety of adaptive and stimuli-responsive materials, 
including hydrogels1, liquid crystalline elastomers2,3, and shape memory polymers4-6, 
have been developed. Shape memory polymers are particularly attractive for this 
purpose as they allow for large, drastic, and highly complex shape transformations in 
response to a vast array of external stimuli7-10 including temperature, light, magnetic 
fields, chemical additives, and acoustics. Programmable transformations such as 
sheets-to-cubes, ribbon-to-helix, and line-to-knot have been well documented and point 
to many practical applications.  Shape memory behavior has traditionally been 
considered irreversible in the absence of an external load, and only one shape 
transformation is possible after each programming. Techniques for triple or multiple 
shape memory have been recently developed11-14 but have limitations in materials and 
programming methods. Here we introduce a new method for triple or multiple shape 
memory effect, utilizing the effect of sequential crystallization and melting or the 
hierarchy of crystals. With this new method, we further demonstrate a proof-of-concept 
for one-way, i.e. pseudo, yet autonomous shape reversibility. As a special case for triple 
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shape memory, the third shape can be programmed to the same as initial shape. Two 
deformations in opposite directions can appear subsequently in the recovery process 
without interfering each other. 
4.2 Experimental 
4.2.1 Materials.  
All shape memory polymers were synthesized in Professor Ashby’s group at 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the chemical composition was described 
in 3.2.1. In additional to solid films and foam materials, ultra thin films were made for 
AFM study on crystallization process through Mayer rod technique. 
Mayer rod technique is a popular technique for coating and film preparation. The 
Mayer rod is a stainless steel rod that is wound tightly with stainless steel wire of 
varying diameter. (Figure 4.1)  The polymer solution was spread uniformly with the rod 
on Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate. The rod is used to control the film 
thickness. The wet thickness after doctoring is controlled by the diameter of the wire 
used to wind the roll and is approximately 0.1 times the wire diameter. In this research, 
shape memory polymer film about 140nm thickness was prepared. 
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Figrure 4.1 mayer rod technique for thin film preparation.  
 
4.2.2 Crystallization characterization.  
Crystallization and melting are the foundation of the new technique and were 
characterized using different techniques. 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was described 2.2.3. Crystals of shape memory 
materials are visualized by height image as shown in Figure 4.2. The fibers and thin 
lamellas are crystals formed at the surface of the thin films. 
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Figrure 4.2 AFM image on thin polymer films. The crystals were clearly visible 
through height images as they popped up the surface during crystallization. The height 
of the features is less than 30nm. 
To measure the effect of heating and cooling, heating stage was used to control 
the temperature in situ in the AFM instrument, the sample temperature was additionally 
measured by the thermocouple.  
The general imaging speed of AFMs is slow. To following the crystallization and 
melting processed more closely, high speed AFM images are taken by Bruker 
Cooperation.  
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was described in chapter 3.2.2. In 
addition to the melting temperature measurement, DSC was also used to trace crystal 
changes during multiple heating and cooling cycles.  
Crystallization kinetics was also measured using DSC. A sample was heated to 
high above melting temperature to erase all the heat history. Then cooled to the 
designed crystallization temperature, and kept isothermally on the temperature for sets 
of different crystallization time. After crystallization, a heating run was conducted from 
the crystallization temperature, and the crystal formed was characterized by melting 
enthalpy.  
The SAXS measurements are done by Professor Oleg’s group at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory and described in chapter 3.2.3. 
 
4.2.3. One time reversibility protocol.   
A protocol based on the partial melting of crystals is shown in Figure 4.3. The 
sample was deformed to ε1 at above the melting temperature. Then quenched and 
frozen for sufficient long time as the first temporary shape. The sample was heated to 
an intermediate temperature Tpartial which is within the melting transition, but before a 
significant recovery took place. Then the sample was deformed and fixed again to ε2, 
which could be similar to the initial shape in case of one time reversibility. After such 
two-step programming, the sample can show reversible motion in the recovery process, 
first to ε1 at Tpartial, then back to initial shape ε0. 
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In our research, the sample was melted at 60 oC. The samples were fixed at 0 oC 
for 5min to complete the crystallization process. The sample was partially melted for 
5min at a partial melting temperature which was usually set at 34 oC.  
 
 
 
Figrure 4.3 Protocol for one time reversibility. First shape was programmed and 
then the sample was partially recovered before major recovery took place. The half 
molten sample was programmed to a second shape. For reversibility, the second 
programmed shape is the same as the initial shape. Two deformations in opposite 
directions can be triggered in the heating process. 
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4.2.4. Flow control setup.    
One time reversibility can find several applications, one possible application is 
flow control.  A hole was punched in the middle of a piece of shape memory foam. The 
material was programmed following protocol described in 4.2.3. The partial melting 
temperature was selected to be 34oC. The hole was enlarged and fixed at the first 
programming, the partial melting temperature was selected to be 34oC, the sample was 
squeezed to decrease the hole size for the second programming. 
The setup measuring the flow rate controlled by the shape memory material was 
shown in Figure 4.4. A small pipeline was attached to a large water tank. The water 
level change would be small during the experiment so the water pressure could assume 
to be constant.  The programmed Shape memory polymer was attached to the end of 
the pipe to control the flow. Temperature was stepwise increased from room 
temperature to way above melting temperature. The flow was run for 1 minute at each 
temperature. Flow rate is calculated by the total volume of the water dropped through 
the pipe divided by the time.  
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Figrure 4.4 Flow control setup. The water pressure was controlled by the height of the 
water level difference and assumed to be constant in the experiment.  
 
4.3. Programmability of one time reversibility.   
 The protocol described can be used to demonstrate one-time (pseudo) 
reversibility. i.e. a reverse motion in one heating process, e.g. a programmed shape 
memory foam stripe was slowly heated up in a controlled water bath ( Figure 4.5). The 
angle change was plotted against the temperature increase. As shown in Figure 4.5, the 
stripe first bent as the angle decreased until the partial melting temperature 34oC was 
reached and the angle started to increase and the sample moved toward the opposite 
direction to unbend and back to the straight shape.  
The major advantage for shape memory materials is the convenience to program 
a variety of shape changes and motions. And the one time reversibility adopted such 
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advantage. A variety of reversible motions can be generated with simple programming. 
Besides simple contraction and bending, more complicated motions such winding and 
unwinding of helixes can also be achieved in one heating process as shown in Figure 
4.6. This variety allows many potential applications for one way reversible shape 
memory materials as medical stents ect. 
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Figrure 4.5 One time reversibility of hairpin. In one heating process, a programmed 
hairpin sample first bent and then unbent as the temperature increased. The angle 
versus temperature graph was drawn to show the whole reverse process. 
 
 
Figrure 4.6 One time reversibility of helixes. (a-c) a programmed piece of shape 
memory material shows reverse motion during one heating process, the straight line coil 
up to helix at 34 oC and uncoil and back to straight stripe at 60 oC. (d-f) a programmed 
piece of shape memory material shows reverse motion during one heating process, the 
helix straighten up at 34 oC and recoiled back to helix at 60 oC. 
 
4.4. Mechanism of one time reversibility.    
The new protocol is based on semi-crystalline polymers. And the mechanism 
behind the multiple shape and one time reversibility is grounded by crystallization of 
polymers. The crystals formed by large polymers are not identical as covalent bonds 
that are identical and independent of kinetic order of formation. Crystals have hierarchy 
in size and structure and kinetic order plays a key role in crystal formation. The 
microscopic crystal changes can be transferred to marcroscopic shape changes through 
dual network theory, the primary crystals formed at the first programmed shape are 
considered crosslinks added to the original network. The material become a more 
densely crosslinked but still elastic network that could subject to further deformation, 
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even deformation on the opposite directions. These physical crosslinks can stay 
unchanged and memorize the first programmed shape. The remaining amorphous 
chains can form more secondary crystals to fix the second programmed shape. Those 
secondary crystals are generally smaller and have a lower melting temperature. So in 
the melting process the secondary crystals melt first. And the entropic force of the 
amorphous chains brings the shape back to the first programmed shape which is 
defined by the dual network which is majorly controlled by the primary crystal formed 
crosslinks. The remaining primary crystals then melt as the temperature further 
increases and the sample is back to the initial shape defined by chemical network as all 
shape memory materials. 
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Figrure 4.7 Microscopic explanation for one time reversibility.  The primary crystals 
formed first fix and memorize the first programmed shape. Partial melting releases new 
chains to be crystallized in second programming step. The secondary crystals fix the 
second programmed shape and are first to melt for the sample return to first 
programmed shape before back to initial shape when all crystals melt. 
 
The complete cycle of microscopic crystal changes is shown in Figure 4.8. The 
secondary crystals are first melted through the partial melting step and freed the sample 
for further programming. Those secondary crystals holding the third shape would melt 
first during recovery and install the intermediate shape stored by the primary crystals. 
One time reversibility is a special case in triple shape memory where the second 
temporary shape is macroscopically the same as the initial shape. But microscopically, 
they are different as programmed shape contains crystals form at deformed state. 
SAXS results proved the clear difference in terms orientation from a sample directly 
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cooled and crystallized and a sample went through programming steps of bending and 
unbending. (Figure 4.9) The oriented crystals formed during crystallization at bent state 
were preserved through unbending and further crystallization. After programming the 
shape were held by the balance between the competing chemical and physical 
networks with tension and energy stored. Such energy can be released in stepwise 
through sequential melting and trigger the reverse motion. 
 
 
Figrure 4.8 Microscopic difference between programmed and initial shape.  SAXS 
image for a)unbend sample b) programmed sample through bending and unbending, 
the macroscopically similar material have microscopically different crystalline structures. 
 
4.5. Sequential crystallization and melting.  
 The whole triple shape and one time (pseudo) reversibility shape memory 
protocols are based on the assumption that the crystals follow a kinetic order in 
crystallization and melting. The crystals form first melt last. This assumption was 
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consolidated by AFM study of crystallization and melting of thin shape memory films 
through fast AFM in Bruker Cooperation.  
Figure 4.9 shows a clear cycle of formation and melting of the crystals in a 
heating and melting cycle similar to a shape memory cycle. From the amorphous melt, 
primary crystal first appeared and popped up from surface and could be visualized in 
the graph as the bright fibers. Then secondary crystals in the form of thin layer of 
lamella spread alongside the primary crystals and formed a leaf like structure. During 
melting, the thin lamella disappeared first and the fiber like primary crystals only melt at 
higher temperature and the sample returned to amorphous state. The sequential 
ordering of crystallization and melting was clearly demonstrated in the cycle. 
  
   
 
Figrure 4.9. Crystal change in crystallization and melting process. AFM images of 
continues crystallization and melting processes. The fiber like crystals formed first, the 
thin lamella formed later during crystallization. In melting, the lamella disappeared first  
and followed by the fiber like crystals. 
 
The thickness of the thin lamella measured by AFM is about 15nm as shown in 
Figure 4.10b. This critical size is consistent with the characteristic periodical spacing 
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measured from SAXS for bulk sample. Which indicates a characteristic size of the 
crystal structure for this particular shape memory polymer is about 15nm. 
 
 
Figrure 4.10. Size of  crystals. a)SAXS measurement of a crystallized bulk film of 
shape memory polymer. The intensity versus reciprocal space, the peak for 
characteristic spacing is calculated to be 15nm through: qd /2  , b) the height analysis 
of AFM image for crystalline on shape memory thin film.   
 
DSC measurement was also used to trace the crystal changes from cycles of 
partial melting and crystallization as in the one time reversible protocol. A sample was 
completely crystallized at -10 oC from molten state at 70 oC, then partially melted at 40 
oC, crystallized -10 oC, then partially melted at 25 oC and again crystallized at -10 oC. 
The melting curve of the programmed crystals is shown in Figure 4.11.  
The melting curve clearly shows three separate peaks that correspond to each 
cycle of crystallization. The highest peak at high melting temperature above 40 oC was 
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relatively unchanged during the cycles compared with the initial completely crystallized 
sample. This indicates when the small crystals that have a melting temperature lower 
than 40 oC melt and then recrystallize, they still form small crystals which have a low 
melting temperature, and those crystals that formed late would melt first during heating. 
The separate peaks shows how one transition can be split into different transitions and 
multiple shapes can be memorized. 
 
 
Figrure 4.11 Multiple cycles of crystallization through partial melting.  Black line is 
the melting curve of crystals formed from complete crystallization during cooling from 
70oC to -10 oC. Red line is melting curve of crystals formed from cycles of partial melting 
and crystallization. The sample was first completely crystallized from 70oC to -10 oC 
then heated to 40 oC, cooled back at -10 oC, heated to 25 oC then cooled back at -10 oC. 
 
 
4.6. Stability of shapes in one time reversibility.   
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 For many reversible materials, like shape changing materials. It is sometimes 
difficult to maintain one of the shapes as a certain stimuli e.g. UV irradiation or moisture 
has to be present persistently to keep the shape. Removal of the stimuli will 
instantaneously trigger the shape change. One advantage for shape memory material is 
the shapes can be preserved easily, until the trigger is applied. The programmed shape 
will be stable at any temperature below the melting transition.  
 
Figrure 4.12. Stability of shapes in one time reversibility process.  During a one 
time reversible process stability of the intermediate shape (first programmed shape) 
was tested, by staying at the partial melting temperature and cooled back to 
crystallization temperature.The intermediate shape is stable and at the partial transition 
temperature or below and return to initial shape after increasing the temperature beyond 
melting transition. 
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For one time reversibility, the programmed shape was able to perform reverse 
motion during continues heating process, and also capable to stop at the predetermined 
intermediate shape (the first programmed shape), this shape can be stable as long as 
temperature stayed below the partial melting temperature (Figure 4.11). Since the 
crystals fixed the intermediate shape have melting temperature higher than the partial 
melting temperature. Cooling the sample to form new crystals showed little effect on the 
shape and the new crystals can be first melted according to the sequential 
crystallization and melting.   
The stability was affected by the partition of the crystals. The intermediate shape 
will be more stable when more crystals formed, while fixing the first temporary shape, i.e. 
lower the partial melting temperature. However, the crystals formed fixing the second 
temporary shape will be less due to limitation on total crystallinity, and could affect 
fixation in this process. The balance is adjustable according to the specific shapes and 
applications.    
 
4.7. Flow rate control.   
Reversible shape memory materials can find applications in many areas. One of 
them is flow rate control. Reverse hole size change can be achieved by programming a 
shape memory foam with a hole in the middle (Figure 4.13a) and could be used to 
control the flow rate. Experimental setup was described earlier in chapter 4.2.4.  
As the temperature increased, the hole would reversely open and then close. As 
a result, the flow rate underwent a reverse change of increase and decrease in 
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accordance with the hole size change as programmed.(Fig. 4.13) The radius of the hole 
can be estimated from Hagen–Poiseuille equation , 
L
PPRFR 

8
)( 0
4   
The diameter of the initial hole can be calculated as 0.68mm which is close to the direct 
measurement. 
 
Figrure 4.13. Flow rate control.  a) demonstration of reverse hole size change; b) 
reverse flow rate change as temperature increased.  
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4.8. Conclusion.   
In summary, we report a new programming protocol based on partial melting that 
can introduce multi shape memory effect to simple semicrystalline shape memory 
polymers. The effect was further used to demonstrate one time reversibility when 
reverse motion can be performed through one heating process and might found 
applications in surgical insertions and flow control.  
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CHAPTER 5: MULTI-TIME REVERSIBILITY 
 
5.1 Introduction.  Acturators that have Shape changing materials as LCEs (liquid 
crystal elastomers ) are developed for reversible shape changes1-7, their shapes are 
determined by thermal dynamic states.  However, they are generally hard to synthesis 
and their programmability is limited. Shape memory polymers have generated 
significant research interest for their flexibility in areas such as biomedical, smart textiles 
and so on. Shape memory polymers can be programmed into a temporary shape by 
glass transition or crystallization and recover the original shape upon exposure to a 
stimulus such as heat. Most Shape memory polymers however exhibit only a one-way 
shape memory step. So it is desired to combine reversibility into traditional SMPs. A 
poly(octylene adipate) based SMP with chemical and physical dual networks have been 
researched. New protocol was developed to introduce spontaneous two-way shape 
memory effect and demonstrate multi time reversible motions through simple heating 
and cooling. 
5.2 Experimental 
5.2.1 Materials.  
All shape memory polymers were synthesized in Professor Ashby’s group at 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the research will focus on shape 
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memory material that described in Chapter 3.2.1.  And it will be referred to as “standard 
shape memory copolymer” in this chapter. 
New shape memory materials were also synthesized by different crosslinking 
methods and different chemical compositions to study the relation between reversibility 
and material property. 
The prepolymer as in Chapter 3.2.1 was crosslinked with additional tri-thiolene 
(referred to in this chapter as thio-crosslinked copolymer) and tri-acrylate crosslinkers 
(referred to in this chapter as acrylate-crosslinked copolymer) to adjust the crosslinking 
density. 
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Figrure 5.1 Shape memory materials prepared with different crosslinking methods. 
crosslinkers of a)tri-thiolene b)tri-acrylate were added to change crosslinking density of 
the material. c) schematic of crosslinking with tri-thiolene crosslinker. 
 
New materials were also synthesized to further monitor the crystalline behavior of 
the shape memory polymers. Poly(octlylene adipate) (Figure 5.2a)  polymers with 
different DP of prepolymer was prepared. The other new polymer was Poly(octlylene 
dodecanedionate)  (Figure 5.2b)  with an average DP of 6.  
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Figrure 5.2 Shape memory materials prepared with different chemical 
composition. Chmical formula of a) poly(octlylene adipate)  b) poly(octlylene 
dodecanedionate)   
 
5.2.2 Material characterization.  
The new materials have to be characterized by a number of techniques to 
understand the material properties and relate them to the shape memory performance. 
The crystalline and melting behavior was chareacterized by Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and Small-angle X-ray 
scattering (SAXS) described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.  
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was used to measure the mechanical 
properties of the materials. Viscoelastic property is important for elastomers such as 
shape memory polymers. The classical theory of elasticity describes the mechanical 
properties of elastic solids where stress is proportional to strain in small deformations. 
The viscoelastic property of a polymer is studied by dynamic mechanical analysis where 
a sinusoidal force (stress σ) is applied to a material and the resulting displacement 
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(strain) is measured. The storage modulus measures the stored energy, representing 
the elastic portion of the material.  
 
 
Figrure 5.3 DMA measurement.  Shape memory material measured by DMA for a) 
constant temperature measurement (70oC) for different frequencies. b) Constant 
frequency measurement as temperature increases. 
 
Different measurements can be conducted to measure the modulus through 
DMA. Frequency sweep measurement was shown in Figure 5.3a. The sample was 
heated to a constant temperature which was above the crystallization temperature (e.g. 
70 oC ), the samples was subjected to a set strain of 0.1% from an angular frequency 
form 0.1 to 100 rad/s. 
The plateau modulus where the modulus change was small against the 
frequency change was chosen and the modulus of the material can be determined. 
A temperature ramp can also measure the modulus change from the crystalline 
state of the shape memory elastomer through the melting transition. Strain of 0.1% at 
an angular frequency of 1rad/s was applied to the crystallized sample. The temperature 
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increased at a rate of 5 oC/min from below crystallization temperature (e.g. -10 oC) to 
above the melting temperature (e.g. 70 oC). The modulus dropped as the sample melted 
and a drastic drop occurs where the transition took place. 
The shape memory materials used in this research have good elastic properties 
as they are crosslinked elastomers. The crosslinking density,  , is  defined as moles of 
effective network chains per unit volume, can be obtained through the application of the 
statistical Gaussian rubber theory, which postulates that,  
RT
E
3
  
Where   is the crosslinking density, E is the temperature dependent modulus and R is 
the gas constant.  
Swelling properties of the material are also important in material characterization 
for crosslinked elastomers. After curing, specimens have been cut into rectangular 
shapes (around 1mmx5mmx10mm) and initial mass m0 were placed at room 
temperature in chloroform which is a good solvent for all the polymers in this research. 
The swelling time was approximately 24 hours. The mass of the swollen specimen at 
equilibrium ms was determined until two measurements between 1 hour intervals show 
no change in mass. The solvent was then removed and the swollen specimens were 
subsequently dried at room temperature until constant weight (no difference in mass 
between two measurement done more than 1 hour apart) in order to determine the 
residual mass after extraction md. 
The degree of swelling (Q) and the gel content (G) were calculated according to 
the following equations: 
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mG d  
)1(1 
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m
mQ 
  
Where solvent  is the density of chloroform which is 1.483 g/cm3 and the density of the 
polymer was measured from the mass divided by the volume of the piece.  
The materials used in this research and their properties are listed in table 5.1 
 
Table 5.1 material properties of the shape memory polymers 
num
ber 
Polymer name DPnb Tm (oC) c ΔHm (J/g) c E (MPa) d  (mol/m3)  
Poly (octlylene adipate) with different crosslinking 
1 POAa 6 23 21 7.9 900 0.99 
2 POA  10 44 34 7.1 790 0.97 
3 POA  11 47 44 5.3 610 0.97 
4 POA  13 50 55 4.2 470 0.98 
5 POA  20 59 70 1.5 170 0.93 
Polymers with different chemistry 
6 POA copolymer 12  42 42 1.7 200 0.79 
7 
thio crosslinked 
POA copolymer 
12  45 53 1.0 110 0.75 
8 
acrylate crosslinked 
POA copolymer 
12  41 52 1.9 210 0.83 
9 
poly (octlylene 
dodecanedioate) 
6  55 52 3.7 420 0.98 
10 
POA (broad MW 
distribution) 
10~15 41 41 5.4 620 0.98 
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(a) Poly(octlylene adipate) in Figure 5.2a; (b) Number average degree of polymerization determined by 
proton NMR; (c) Temperature and enthalpy of melting measured by DSC, second heat at 5 °C/min; (d) 
Tensile storage modulus measured by DMA at T=80 C and f=1 Hz.  
 
5.2.3. Multi time (two-way) reversibility protocol.  
The two-way reversibility can be simply introduced to most of the semicrystalline 
materials through an innovative protocol.  
As shown in Figure 5.4, the sample was deformed to Lp at above the melting 
temperature. Then quenched and frozen for sufficient long time as the programmed 
shape. The sample was heated to an intermediate temperature Ti which is within the 
melting transition, but after a significant recovery took place and the shape was defined 
as Li , the sample was immediately quenched back to fixation temperature and 
recrystallized and during the process, the sample spontaneously reverse back to the 
programmed state and the shape was defined as εc , multiple cycles can be made 
between such partial melting and recrystallization process. So the reverse heating and 
cooling lead to two way reversible shape change between Li and L2w. 
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Figrure 5.4 Protocol for one time reversibility. First shape was programmed and 
then the sample was partially recovered after some significant recovery took place but 
before all the crystals were melted. The half molten sample was crystallized and the 
sample spontaneously reversed to its programmed state during recrystallization. 
 
5.2.4. Reversibility analysis.  
The ideal material would show two-way reversibility between the exact initial 
shape and the programmed shape. However, as in most shape memory effects, the two 
way reversibility do not reach 100% recovery to either shape. The reversibility is 
affected by both experimental conditions and material properties. 
The reversibility was measured by DMA instrument in this research. Dumbbell shaped 
stripes of shape memory materials were prepared and mounted in the tensile geometry 
of the DMA which apple tensile stress and follow contraction and extension of the 
sample as shown in Figure 5.5a. The protocol was described in 5.2.3, the sample was 
heated to above the melting transition (usually 70oC) and the sample was stretched to a 
strain around 20% of the initial length. The sample was crystallized at 0 oC and then set 
to isoforce mode where the external force was set to be constantly at 0.  
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The sample was heated from crystallization temperature to a preset partial 
melting temperature at 10 oC/min, 2 minutes was allowed to stabilize the shape Li at 
partial molten state,  the sample was then cooled in a rate of 10 oC/min back to 0 oC and 
the L2w was measured after the crystallization. The thermal expansion during the 
heating and cooling was measured separately and corrected. As shown in Figure 5.5b, 
the whole reverse motion of the sample was traced in the heating and cooling cycle.    
 
 
Figrure 5.5 Reversibility analysis with DMA. (a) The reversible extension and 
contraction of shape memory material through heating and cooling cycles at zero 
external force. (b) Strain change of shape memory sample during a reverse cycle.  
 
The measured cycle can be divided into two shape memory process. The 
recovery rate rmR  through partial melting from the programmed shape to initial shape 
can be expressed as  
0LL
LL
R
p
ip
rm 
   
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And the recovery rate from the partial molten shape towards the programmed 
shape through crystallization , rcR , can be calculated as  
ip
iw
rc LL
LLR 
 2  
The reversible range ( rR ) of the multiple cycles between partial molten and 
recrystallized shapes can be calculated as: 
t
w
p
iw
r LL
LLR 
2
0
2 
  
w2  is the reversible shape change and t  is the total shape change memorized 
in programming. This range was chosen to describe the reversibility in this research.  
 
5.3. Programmable multi time reversibility.  
The goal of the new protocol is to introduce a shape memory effect that could 
first perform two way shape change for multiple cycles and second, programmable to 
various shapes with simple material.  
Figure 5.6 shown a stripe of shape memory film was fixed into a hairpin and three 
cycles of bending and unbending were performed as the sample was heated to 38 oC 
and cooled to 0 oC repeatedly. The motion was spontaneous without presence of any 
external force. It was a clear demonstration of multi time reversibility.  
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Figrure 5.6. Multi time reversibility of hairpins. The bending and unbending motion 
of a shape memory hairpin for 3 cycles through partial melting at 38oC and 
recrystallization at 0oC 
 
In addition to simple motions of contraction or bending, the new protocol 
maintains the programmability of the shape memory to perform various other motions 
such as coiling and twisting as shown in Figure 5.7. By coiling or twisting the stripe of 
shape memory material in programming state, such motion can be reversibly performed 
in cycles through partial melting and re-crystallization. Such motions may provide 
difficult challenge for other actuators especially shape changing materials. But with the 
new protocol, they could be achieved with simple stripe of shape memory polymer with 
no particular requirement in synthesize and object design. In addition, all the motions 
can be performed in freestanding conditions with no external load as required for two-
way transition due to crystallization induced elongation8-10.  
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Figrure 5.7 Two way transition of various shape changes. a,b) sample reversibly 
uncoiled at 38 oC  and coiled at 0 oC;  c,d) sample reversibly untwisted at at 38 oC  and 
twisted at 0 oC. 
 
5.4. Mechanism of multi time reversibility.  
Shape memory polymers can be considered as a dual network system with 
permanently chemical crosslinked network and temporarily physical crosslinked network. 
The chemical network has zero normal stress or at state-of-ease at the initial shape and 
the physical network has zero normal stress at programmed shape. The independent 
network hypothesis was proposed for networks that crosslinked at different shapes11. 
The networks formed at different strain can be treated separately and the overall 
response is the balance of the individual stresses for each network. As the stress is 
proportional to the density of the crosslinks, balance between the two states can be 
controlled by removing and adding temporary physical crosslinks, i.e. crystals. As 
crystallization and melting are kinetic process and can be divided into numerous sub 
steps, we can find intermediate states where the independent stress from chemical and 
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physical networks are comparable and any addition or removal of the crosslinks will 
significantly move the balance that reflected as macroscopic shape changes. The major 
reason of reverse motion is the self seeding effect12,13. The melted amorphous chains 
are kinetically confined by the remaining crystals and the crosslinked networks. The 
chains are likely to have remnant structures of the old crystals and once recrystallized, 
they work as seeds and it is kinetically favorable for the new crystals grow in similar 
fashion to the original crystals which are formed at programmed shape. And as a result, 
the bulk shape will move toward the programmed shape. (Figure 5.8) 
The sequential melting and crystallization was described in chapter 4 and the 
sequential order ensured during the partial melting and crystallization cycles, the seed 
crystals with the memory of the programmed shape are relatively unchanged and the 
reversibility can keep for several cycles.  
 
5.5. Microscopic reversibility of crystals.  
The macroscopic reversible shape changes are led by microscopically reversible 
melting and crystallization process. In conventional shape memory cycles, the samples 
are completely molten in each shape memory cycles and as a result, lost all memory of 
the crystals. As shown in Figure 5.9 When the film was heated to 70oC, far above the 
melting temperature and cooled down to room temperature (~23 oC) for several cycles, 
each time crystals of different shape and structure were formed at the same locations. 
However when film was only partially melted at about 38 oC and cooled to room 
temperature, for several cycles, same crystals were formed and melted during the 
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cycles. The crystalline structure of the partial melted state and complete crystallized 
state kept consistent in each cycle. (Figure 5.10) 
 
 
Figrure 5.8 Mechanism of multi time reversibility. The sample was programmed and 
fixed by crystals as physical crosslinks. The shape began to recover as crystals were 
partially melted. During recrystallization, the same crystals were formed due to self 
seeding and sample reverse back to the programmed shape. When sample was 
completely melted, the memory would be lost as in conventional shape memory effect. 
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Figrure 5.9 Crystallization from complete melt. Three cycles of complete melting at 
70 oC and crystallization at 23oC. 
 
 
Figrure 5.10 Reversible crystallization and melting. AFM image on thin polymer films 
upon reversible heating and cooling between 38oC and room temperature. The same 
crystals are melting and reappearing during cycles with little affect on the remaining 
crystals. 
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It was further proven by SAXS measurement, performed on the reversible 
bending and unbending cycles of a hairpin sample to show the change in orientation of 
the crystalline structure. The same orientation preference reappeared on each cycle, 
due to self-seeding in the partial melted state. (Figure 5.11). 
 
 
Figrure 5.11 SAXS measurement of reversibility of crystals. SAXS images of 3 
cycles of heating and cooling on the hairpin sample. (a),(c),(e) are SAXS images at 
crystalline state at 0 oC, (b),(d),(f) are images at partial melted state at 40 oC 
 
 
5.6. Effect of partial melting temperature.  
One of the key parameter in the two way shape memory protocol is the partial 
melting temperature. Figure 5.12 showed a few degree of difference in temperature will 
change both the shape at partial melted state and the recrystallized state. The relatively 
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broad melting peak of polymer crystals can be divided in different ways and control the 
reversibility of the material. As shown in Figure 5.13a, the recovery towards the initial 
shape increase as the melting temperature increase, as more and more crystals are 
removed, however, the recovery towards the programmed shape goes in an opposite 
direction. Less remnant crystals lead to worse self-seeding effect and less recovery 
during crystallization. As Figure 5.13b, the reversibility reaches maximum in an optimum 
partial melting temperature.  
 
 
Figrure 5.12. Reversible shape change at different partial melting temperature. 
DMA analysis of the standard shape memory material the iL  and wL2  are plotted 
against different partial melting temperature.  
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Figrure 5.13. Analysis effect of partial melting temperature on reversibility.  (a) 
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The three shape memory mechanism, conventional, one time and multi time 
shape memory can be combined in one sample and  the relative contribution of the SM 
processes depends on extent of melting, i.e. the temperature Ti reached within the 
melting interval. This dependence has been outlined in Figure 5.14 for one particular 
sample. At any given Ti , total temporary strain  is the sum of strain r  released upon 
heating and strain s  stored in the sample ( srt   ). Naturally, as a sample recovers 
upon heating, the fraction of released strain  increases at the expense of stored strain 
s . Released strain can be represented as the sum wir 2   of irreversible strain i  
and two-way reversible strain , which can be recovered multiple times upon sequential 
heating-cooling cycles. With increasing temperature, the contribution of w2  first 
increases, reaching maximum at ca. Ti = Tm , and then decreases to zero. The stored 
strain nws   1  has two contributions, where   is one-way reversible strain, i.e. strain 
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induced by reverse reprogramming and then recovered during initial heating from T0 to 
Ti, and n  is strain inaccessible during the reprogramming step. Similar to two-way 
reversibility, a sample’s ability to accomplish one-way reversibility first increases and 
then decreases with partial melting temperature (Ti ). When approaching the stage of 
complete melting at around T=50 C, the sample completely loses memory of its 
temporary shape and shape recovery becomes irreversible.  
As such, relative contributions of reversible and irreversible shape 
transformations are tunable and correlated. For better visualization of the observed 
correlations, we graphically integrated three conceptually different SM behaviors that 
can be achieved for any sample at a particular intermediate temperature Ti  of partial 
melting (Figure 5.14b). Maximum fractions of one-way and two-way reversible strains 
( tw 1  and tw 2 ) are achieved at the temperatures  Ti = Tm1 and Ti = Tm2 , 
respectively.  The phenomenon was consistent with the proposed mechanism. At low 
partial melting temperature, the physical network is still at dominance and little shape 
change occurs, it ensures the stability of the intermediate shape in multi-shape recovery 
or one time reversibility. When at a higher partial melting temperature, the physical and 
chemical network reach a balancing point, and significant multi time reversibility could 
be observed. When temperature is high enough above melting transition, it works as the 
conventional shape memory cycle and the memory would be erased. The sample could 
be programmed to other shape changes and reused for different applications.  
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Figrure 5.14. Comparison of different memeory effects.  (a) Relative contributions of 
the SM processes depend on the temperature of partial melting. (b) Graphic 
representation of the relative contributions of the three different shape memory 
processes depending on the temperature of partial melting, i.e. intermediate 
temperature Ti. The maximum contributions of the one-way and two-way reversibilities 
are achieved at different temperatures 
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5.7. Kinetic controlled reversibility.   
As discussed in chapter 5.4, the multi time reversibility relied on the self seeding 
effect.  The sample can only reverse back toward the programmed shape as it’s a 
kinetically favorable shape despite being unfavorable in terms of energy. Due to the 
kinetic controlled nature of the mechanism, reversibility is affected by the experimental 
procedures and setups.   
Hairpin sample was programmed and partial melted at 38 oC and partial 
recovered to an angle of 140o, the sample was then crystallized at different 
crystallization temperatures for 60min. As shown in Figure 5.15, at higher crystallization 
temperature, the hairpin reversed less during recrystallization.  Since at high melting 
temperature, the crystallization was much slower and the chains were allowed to 
reorganize instead of following the original way of packing to crystallize.   
 
 
Figrure 5.15. Effect of recrystallization temperature.  Hairpin sample was 
programmed and partial melted at 38 oC and partial recovered to an angle of 140o, 
The sample was then crystallized at different crystallization temperatures for 60min. The 
reverse angle change was plotted against crystallization temperature.  
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The time of annealing at the partial melting temperature before the 
recrystallization also influence the reversibility. The shape memory sample was 
stretched and programmed at DMA and partially melted and annealed at 38 oC for 
different amount of time. Figure 5.16 shows the decrease in reversibility upon an 
increase in annealing time. During the crystallization, the constrained chains are able to 
reorganize and crystals can grow slowly in the partial melting temperature, and the 
memory of the programmed shape will be gradually lost during the annealing. 
So overall, fast heating and cooling cycles will increase the reversibility during 
the multi-time reverse cycles and proves the concept that the two way memory effect is 
kinetically driven.  
 
 
Figrure 5.16 Effect of annealing during partial melting.  DMA analysis on shape 
memory sample programmed at a strain of 20% and partial melted at 38 oC. Different 
time was waited before the sample reversed back during recrystallization at 0 oC. the 
reversibility was plotted against the annealing time at 38 oC.  
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Due to the same reason, the reversibility of the sample will also decay with the 
number of cycles of reverse motion. As shown in Figure 5.17, the reversibility drops 
after first few cycles and gradually levels off the considerable reversibility could be 
preserved after 10 cycles. The major change of occurred as the recovery towards the 
partial melted state which is probably the result of the crystal growth during the 
comparatively slow heating and cooling process.  
 
 
Figrure 5.17. Reversibility over multiple cycles.  a) DMA analysis of shape memory 
changes over multiple cycles of heating to 38 oC and cooling to 0 oC. Heating and 
cooling rate is 10 oC/min.  b) the reversibility change versus number of cycles. 
 
 
5.8. Reversibility for different materials.   
The experiments discussed above all based on the copolymer shape memory 
material described in chapter 3.2.1. However, the two way reversible memory effect is 
universal phenomena that apply to most of semi crystalline shape memory materials. 
And how much reverse motion a sample can perform is related with the properties of 
the material. Figure 5.18 shows DMA analysis for different materials.  
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Figrure 5.18. Reversibility of different materials.  Reversibility characterized by DMA 
tensile test for different partial melting temperatures (Ti) for different materials as 
indicated (Table 5.1).  
 
The result shows the different materials have difference in reversibility. Some 
materials can perform reverse motion only in a small portion between the initial shape 
and the programmed shape. Some can reverse between two shapes much closer to the 
initial and programmed shape. One material property that show significant influence on 
reversibility is crosslinking density. As shown in Figure 5.19, reversibility (Rr ) initially 
increases with crosslinking density, reaching a maximum value of ca. 70% at 600 
mol/m3 and then decreases in highly crosslinked samples. The initial increase in 
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reversibility is due to enhancement of the templating effect of the latent crystallites: 
molten polymer strands in strongly crosslinked elastomers exhibit slow relaxation and 
upon heating, they largely remain in place, and thus they are available to template 
recrystallization. The decrease in reversibility in strongly crosslinked materials is simply 
due to the inability of sparse crystallites to secure a temporary shape due to the lack of 
percolation of the crystalline domains across the sample. 
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Figrure 5.19. Material property effect on reversibility. Maximum reversibility of 
different materials plotted against the crosslinking density of the material. Red dots 
represent polymers with same chemical composition.(Polymer 1-5); black dots 
represents polymers with different chemical backbones or crosslinking agents (Polymer 
6-10) from Table 5.1 
 
 
The crosslinking density also affects how fast the reversibility decay over multiple 
cycles. Three materials with different crosslinking density was subjected to ten cycles of 
reversible change (Figure 5.20a) and as in Figure 5.20b, the poly(octylene 
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dodecanedioante) sample which has the highest crosslinking density of 727mol/m3 was 
the slowest in terms of loss of reversibility while the thio-crosslinked copolymer with the 
lowest crosslinking density of 94mol/m3 showed fasted decay in reversibility. Which also 
indicate that loss in reversibility was due to kinetic reorganization of the chains and 
crystals which was affected by crosslinks and confinement. 
 
 
 
Figrure 5.20. Decay over cycles of for different material.  (a) Reversibility of multiple 
cycles of poly (octlylene dodecanedionate) (ν=727mol/m3) between 53oC and 0 oC, 
Standard copolymer (ν=244mol/m3)  between 38oC and 0 oC and thio-crosslinked 
copolymer (ν=94mol/m3) between 41oC and 0 oC  (b) Normalized decay rate of the 
polymers, percentage decay= reversibility/ reversibility of the first cycle.  
 
 
5.9. Further development of model.  
In order to further understand the relation between microscopic change of 
crystals and microscopic change of shape and modulus. A more quantitative 
relationship need to be established between microscopic and macroscopic parameters 
and the modal need to be further established to explain such relationship.   
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Figrure 5.21. Macro and microscopic change through melting.  Initially, three sets 
of data were measured experimentally for polymer 5 (Table 5.1): (a) Melting transition 
by DSC, second heating at 5oC /min. (b) Recovery of the sample length measured by 
DMA upon heating from 0 oC to 80oC at 5oC /min. A dumbbell sample was initially 
programmed to a tensile strain of 20%. The length variations were corrected for thermal 
expansion which was measured separately. (c) DMA measurement of tensile storage 
modulus change upon melting from 0oC to 80oC at 5oC/min, 0.1% strain, 1 Hz frequency. 
(d) Volume fraction of the crystalline phase was determined by integration of plot (a) 
using 0mm HH  , gJHm /1500  , and mass density =1g/cm3. (e,f) The plots were 
derived from the respective panels b,c using panel (d) as a calibration chart. The 
dashed lined indicate onsets of the melting transition and length recovery. Identical 
procedures have been used for other polymers. 
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We have plotted the Young’s modulus (tensile storage modulus E measured at 
) as a function of volume fraction of the crystalline phase measured during a 
shape recovery process upon melting (Figure 5.22a). This plot was obtained by 
correlating data from DSC and DMA tests on the same samples (Figure 5.21). Figure 
5.22a combines four data sets corresponding to four chemically identical elastomers 
with different crosslinking densities. The data sets exhibit consistent offsets along both 
axes, i.e. modulus (y-axis) and volume fraction (x-axis). The low- offsets along the x-
axis correspond to the decrease of degree of crystallinity with crosslinking density, while 
the high-E shifts along the y-axis are due to the increase of the elastic modulus with 
increasing crosslinking density. This plot also depicts two characteristic volume fractions 
 (solid circle) and  (open circle) that correspond to onsets of the melting 
and shape recovery processes, respectively. Note that depending on the degree of 
crosslinking, shape recovery may fall substantially behind the onset of melting. For 
example, in Figure 3b, the elastomer with the lowest crosslinking density exhibits shape 
variations after melting of ca. 30 v/v% of the crystalline phase. The difference  
corresponds to fraction of “redundant” crystals that are not necessary for securing a 
temporary shape.  It is also interesting to see that the onsets of these two different 
processes converge with increasing degree of crosslinking, which favorably correlates 
with the enhancement of reversibility in Figure 5.19 We have plotted the two volume 
fractions (  and ) as a function of the crosslinking density (Figure 5.22b) to display 
this observation: effectiveness of shape reversibility (Figure 5.19) correlates with the 
material’s ability to secure and restore shapes (Figure 5.22b). 
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Figrure 5.22. Meltng versus recovery.  Four chemically same Polymer 1-4 with 
different crosslinking density form table 5.1: (a) Young’s modulus E() exhibits 
characteristic decay with decreasing volume fraction  of the crystalline phase upon 
melting, a quantity which depends on the crosslinking density: (1) =170 mol/ m3 , (2) 
=470 mol/ m3 (3) =610 mol/ m3, and (4) =790 mol/m3. The solid and open circles 
indicate the onsets of the melting and shape recovery processes as the volume fraction 
reaches   and , respectively. (b) Volume fractions of the crystalline 
phase that correspond to the onset of shape recovery and melting process decrease 
with crosslinking density. 
 
It is clear that during the melting process, the material undergoes different zones 
of partial melting. In zone 1, the secondary smaller crystals are the first to melt and they 
contribute little to the percolated crystalline scaffold that holds the programmed shape. 
So despite a clear change in crystallinity and modulus, little shape change occurs. Only 
in zone 2, where the larger crystal clusters and major crosslinkers in the physical 
network began to melt and the shape began to recover. Due to the competition between 
the two networks, the reversibility can be achieved though partial melting and self-
nucleation as demonstrated earlier in the chapter. In zone 3, only some scattered 
chunks of crystals left and the reversibility will be lost.  
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3  
 
Figrure 5.23. Model for different stages in partial melting.  In zone 1, only secondary 
crystals melt with little shape recovery. In zone 2, most drastic shape change and 
reversibility occur in which the large cluster of crystals or major crosslinkers can be 
molten and self-nucleate. Finally in zone 3, most crystals are molten and reversibility 
lost. 
 
 
5.10. Conclusion.   
In this research we introduced a new class of material as programmable two way 
shape memory material. We demonstrated a new protocol to turn simple semicrystalline 
shape memory polymers to perform programmable multi time reversibility. We further 
proved the reversibility can be controlled by parameters in experimental procedures 
such as partial melting temperature, annealing time ect. and material properties such as 
crosslinking density.  Future development can be made on both the physical 
understanding of the origin of the two way motion and new material designing and 
synthesis to perform better reversibility. The new material might find application in aero 
industry or biomedical field. 
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CHAPETER 6: KINETIC CONTROLLED TRIPLE SHAPE MEMORY 
 
6.1 Introduction.   
Conventional shape memory materials have dual-shape change from a 
temporary shape to the permanent shape. Triple or multiple shape memory materials 
have been developed to memorize two or more temporary shapes in one shape 
memory cycle and recovery occurs in stepwise fashion during subsequent heating1-2. 
    One way to achieve triple shape memory effect (TME) is to use materials with 
two distinct transitions3,4, e.g. block co-polymers, where each component has a 
separate transition temperature (T1 <T2). The first temporary shape can be fixed at Tf1 
above T1 and below T2, and then the second temporary shape is fixed at Tf2 < T1  
Another intriguing method for multi shape memory is developed based on 
temperature memory effect5,6. Unlike small molecules, polymers generally have broad 
transition through a wide temperature range. Specific designed polymers can have a 
broad glass transition peak over 100 degrees5. The temperature memory effect 
demonstrates the phenomenon that the material has memory at the temperature at 
which it is fixed. So by programming and fixing the sample at different temperatures (Tf2 
< Tf1) within the broad transition, multiple shapes can be memorized in one shape 
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memory cycle. The phenomena are observed both in glass transition and melting 
transition based shape memory materials.  
For both cases, TME is based on the thermal dynamic property of specifically 
designed materials and the protocol required programming upon cooling and different 
temporary shapes had to be fixed at different fixation temperature. To program multiple 
shapes at the same fixation temperature and fix multiple shapes during isothermal 
crystallization is still elusive. The previous research on triple shape memory has been 
focused on thermal dynamic properties of the material and kinetic nature of the 
crystallization process was not fully understood. This chapter will focus on triple shape 
memory programmed in isothermal process, linking between the microscopic 
crystallization kinetics and macroscopic shape memory. 
 
6.2 Experimental 
6.2.1 Materials.  
The shape memory polymers were synthesized in Professor Ashby’s group at 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill as described in 5.2.1. Thio-crosslinked 
copolymer (polymer 7) was chosen as the major material as it has the best elasticity. 
The material property is listed in Table 5.1. 
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6.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry.  
The DSC is used to measure the crystallinity change during the isothermal 
crystallization process. The sample was first completely melted at 70oC, and then 
rapidly cooled to the targeted crystallization temperature with a speed of 60oC/min. The 
temperature was kept constant for a given time for isothermal crystallization and then 
heated up at 10oC/min. The crystallinity was calculated from integrating the melting 
curve. 0
m
H
Hm

    ( gJH
m
/1500  ). 
 
6.2.3 Dynamic Mechanic Analysis.  
The DMA is used to measure the fixation rate under isothermal crystallization. 
The sample with initial length 0L  was melted at 70
oC, and stretched to pL , 00)( LLLp  is set 
to be 10%. The sample was quenched to the target temperature and then kept for 
isothermal crystallization for the given time. Then the external force was released and 
the length after equilibrium is measured as fixL . Fixation rate (FR) is calculated as: 
0
0
LL
LL
FR
p
fix

  
 
6.2.4 Shape change analysis.  
For quantitative analysis of shape change, we studied the angle change of 
hairpins. The small size of the sample allows quick heating or quenching of sample, 
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insures uniform crystallization and melting. The angle change also amplifies the small 
deformation in length for shape change. 
Two protocols were used to demonstrate triple shape memory using isothermal 
crystallization. First is two angle memory protocol. (Figure 6.1) 
t1 t2
Angle1 Angle1
Angle2
bend
bend
 
Figure 6.1 Protocol for two angle memory. First angle was programmed at start of 
the isothermal crystallization for time t1. Then the second angle was programmed at a 
different location in the same sample for time t2. 
 
The sample was heated up to 70oC, bent (angle=180o) and quenched to the 
crystallization temperature of 22 oC. After 4min, the sample was bent again at a different 
location in the same way and crystallized for an addition of 10min. Then the fixed 
sample was heated to a series of temperatures and two angles measured. The sample 
was reprogrammed and measured for each temperature.  
Second protocol is one time reversibility discussed in chapter 4 where the third 
shape is similar to the original shape. It measures the shape change in the same spot 
through a triple shape memory cycle. As shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 Protocol for one time reversible shape memory. (a)Programming 
protocol, the sample was bent and fixed at start of the isothermal crystallization for time 
t1. Then unbent and crystallized for a total crystallization time of 5min. (b)Recovery 
protocol, during heating after programming, the sample first bend until 36 oC and then 
start unbending towards original straight shape. 
 
The sample was heated up to 70oC, bent (Φ1=180o) and quenched to the 
crystallization temperature of 22 oC. The crystallization time for the first fixation can be 
varied as t1.Then the sample was unbent to the straight original shape and 
crystallization continued until a total crystallization time of 5min was reached. The angle 
after the programming Φ2 measured before sample was heated for recovery. The 
sample first bent and reached a maximum angle Φ3 at around 36 oC. The sample then 
began unbending until reaching original shape at around 50 oC. 
 
6.3. Model for kinetic controlled triple shape memory.  
6.3.1 Isothermal crystallization as a kinetic process.  
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As discussed in chapter 4 and 5. It was shown that crystallization in general is a 
kinetic process. Kinetic parameters such as crystallization time have greater importance 
for isothermal crystallization.  
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Figure 6.3 Isothermal crystallization as a function of time. (a)Crystallinity change as 
function of crystallization time during isothermal crystallization at 31 oC, the crystallinity 
is calculated from DSC measurement described in 6.2.2. (b)Storage modulus change as 
function of crystallization at two different crystallization temperatures, 25 oC and 30 oC 
measured with DMA. 
 
As shown in Figure 6.3, the crystallinity of the material or material properties 
such as modulus all changes continuously with increase of crystallization time. The 
macroscopic shape and shape memory property can also be controlled with 
crystallization time as fixation rate change demonstrated in Figure 6.4. 
So by studying such kinetic effect, we can link from the microscopic crystalline 
structure to material property and macroscopic shape change in terms of crystallization 
time. 
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Figure 6.4 Fixation rate change as a function of time. (a)Protocol of fixation rate 
measurement by DMA as describe in 6.2.3. (b)Fixation rate change plotted again 
crystallization time for two different temperatures 28 oC and 31 oC. 
 
6.3.2 Sequential crystallization and melting.  
As discussed in chapter 4.5. It is assumed the crystals form and melt follow a 
particular sequence, i.e the crystals formed last, melt first. Such principle was tested for 
isothermal crystallization through DSC measurement (Figure 6.5). 
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Figure 6.5 Crystals in isothermal crystallization. DSC measurement for isothermal 
crystallization at 31 oC as described in 6.2.2. The melting curves are subtracted 
between different crystallization time to shown characteristics of crystals formed in 
different time intervals. 
 
As shown in Figure 6.5 the crystals formed at earlier stage of crystallization have 
a higher melting point which means they would melt later during heating while at later 
stage of crystallization there is a significant increase in crystals with low melting point 
which will melt earlier. The general trend is consistent with our principle and supported 
by previous researches on isothermal crystallization7-9. 
Crystallization is a very complicated process with numerous events happens 
simultaneously. There’s nucleation and growth process. The existing crystals can 
reorganize as lamella thickening. The crystal can form in a hierarchy of forms as lamella, 
lamella stacks and spherulites. For simplicity of the model, the difference in structure of 
crystals is ignored as we focus on the major principle. In a simplified view, the crystals 
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can be numbered as they form in kinetic order. Each crystal can be given a number 
corresponding to a particular crystallization time. The crystals will form and melt in 
reverse order as shown in Figure 6.6 
1
11 22
3 3
4
5
Crystallization
melting
Crystallization
melting  
Figure 6.6 Sequential order for isothermal crystallization. Illustration for the reverse 
order of crystallization and melting   
 
6.3.3 Crystals and shape change.  
In chapter 5 (Figure 5.22, 5.23) it is shown there is a difference between onset of 
melting of crystals and onset of recovery of the shape. Figure 6.4 also indicates the 
maximum fixation can be achieved before all the crystals were formed. Thus we 
propose a model to link the microscopic crystals to macroscopic shape. Assuming a 
shape can be fixed and held when a scaffold percolating through the sample was 
reached. Adding or removing the additional crystals wouldn’t affect the sample shape. 
Only when this percolated scaffold is damaged and the shape recovery begins.  
So a percolated scaffold can be built before the crystallization process finishes. 
The additional crystals thus can be assigned to hold additional shape. We can deform 
the first scaffold and fix the new shape with newly formed crystals. As crystals form and 
melt in reverse order. Those new crystals melt first and the sample return to the shape 
determined by the first scaffold and only when that scaffold is molten does shape 
recover towards original shape determined by chemical networks (Figure 6.7 ). 
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Figure 6.7 Model for kinetic controlled triple shape memory. Illustration of 
programming and recovery process of triple shape memory. The blue lines present 
crystals forming the first percolated scaffold, the green lines present crystals that fix the 
third shape. 
 
6.4 Two angle protocol.  
As described in 6.2.3 and Figure 6.1, the two angle protocol involves 
programming two separate angles at different time stage in isothermal crystallization. 
During recovery, the second fixed angle would recover first as shown in Figure 6.8. The 
observation was consistent with the proposed model. As the second angle was only 
fixed by crystals formed at later stage of crystallization and most of which have lower 
melting point. And the recovery starts when those crystals melt first. The first angle was 
fixed by additional crystals formed at the early stage of crystallization, those high 
melting point crystals can maintain the percolated scaffold so the angle was kept in the 
early stage of melting. As a result, the first angle recovers much later and the transition 
much narrower than the second angle. 
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Figure 6.8 Angle change in two angle protocol. (a)-(e) Images of the programmed 
samples recovered at different stage of melting. (f) The angle changes as a function of 
melting temperature. Angle 1 and Angle 2 are angles fixed at first and second stage of 
crystallization as in Figure 6.1. (g) Derivative of angle change in (f) showing angle 2 with 
a broader recovery transition than angle 1. 
 
6.5 One time reversible protocol.  
As described in 6.2.3 and Figure 6.2, the one time reversible protocol involves 
two programming steps in the same spot. The angle is first bent at fixed in the early 
stage of isothermal crystallization then the sample was unbent in the second stage of 
crystallization. As shown in Figure 6.9. During heating, the sample would first bend 
towards the angle stored in the first stage of programming and then recover back 
towards the original shape, as predicted with the proposed model.  
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Figure 6.9 Angle change in one time reversible protocol. (a)-(f) Images of samples 
programmed as Figure 6.2. (t1=30s) recovered at different stage of melting. (g) The 
angle changes as a function of melting temperature. Quantitative described the reverse 
motion during recovery. 
 
6.6 Time controlled shape memory.  
Figure 6.8 & 6.9 demonstrated the proof of concept that triple shape memory can 
be achieved through programming during isothermal crystallization. It would then be 
desirable to control the shape memory process to maximize the shape change e.g. 
difference between Φ2 and Φ3 in one time reversible shape memory. In additional to 
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the temperature and material property effects described in chapter 5. Time was other 
important control parameter, as shown in Figure 6.10. 
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Figure 6.10 One time reversibility with different partition of fixation time. Samples 
programmed as Figure 6.2, with t1=30s, 1min and 2min, the curves were also compared 
with recovery from conventional shape recovery, the sample was bent and fixed for 
5min without second step programming. 
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Figure 6.11 One time reversibility controlled by fixation time. (a) Φ 2 andΦ 3 
described in Figure 6.2 with t1=15s, 30s, 1min, 2min and 4min. (b) the angle change 
during the whole recovery process fromΦ2 toΦ3 and Φ3 to 0o. 
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Here the total crystallization time was constant and the partition between the first 
fixation and second fixation was varied. Figure 6.10 showed theΦ3 reaches maximum 
approximately around 36oC for different fixation time partitions. And all samples start 
recovery in approximately the same way towards original shape. From Figure 6.11 it 
can be observed that as the first fixation time increased, the second fixation became 
difficult asΦ2 increased, butΦ3 also increased and by subtractingΦ2 from Φ3, the angle 
change would first increase and then decrease as shown in Figure 6.11b.  
This phenomenon can be explained with our proposed model (Figure 6.12). 
When first fixation time was too short, there were not enough crystals to form the 
percolated scaffold to memorize this intermediate shape. So it could only partially 
recover towards the intermediate bend shape during recovery. Once a percolated 
scaffold was formed, the shape stored in such scaffold would always be reached during 
heating and recovery toward original shape would only begin when the scaffold was 
destroyed which explained the relative constantΦ3 for t1≥1min and the similar path way 
for recovery towards straight shape. However, the long first fixation time can lead to low 
elasticity of the sample and insufficient crystals for second fixation. The combined effect 
would make an increase in Φ2 . And the reversibility could be maximized when the 
percolated scaffold was just constructed during first fixation. 
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Figure 6.12 Model for one time reversibility at different fixation time. Short first 
fixation time leads to insufficient recovery towards intermediate shape while long first 
fixation time leads to samples too hard to deform and fix. The maximum reversibility can 
be achieved when percolation was just achieved in first crystallization. 
 
6.7 Conclusion.  
In this research we introduce a new method for tripe memory during isothermal 
crystallization. With new protocols we can perform different triple shape memories 
including one time reversible shape memory. Crystallization time can be used to 
understand and optimize the shape memory process and a simple model was 
established to explain the observed phenomenon.  
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